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The 

Command 

"This is my command: Love 

each other." . . . Jesus . . . John 15:17 

The Promise 

"If anyone loves me, he will obey my teaching. 

My Father will love him, and we will come to him 

and make our home with him."  ... Jesus ... John 14:23 

Holding these words in our hearts, we opened the door 

to the everyday Presence of Jesus, walking 

with us ... teaching us ... The Way. 

And, onto the mountain, 

there came the words 

...as promised... 
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December 28, 2014 

 

Jesus Teaches On: 

Giving Birth, Is A Sacred Responsibility 

 

 

  “I AM with you!    Open your eyes and greet the new day, and know that I AM with you!  

Know that we can walk into this day together, that you can say, ‘Look at the flower, or look at 
the tree, look at the garden,’ or, ‘look at me.’  And I will look, and I will see, all the things, you, 
are meant to be. 

 

 “Some of you have taken to heart the words I have spoken to you in the last month, or so; and 

you have taken the seed of thought, or desire, and created, within you; from the fire of your 

spirit, and the whisper of The Holy Ghost; from the touch of The Hand of God; and 

encouragement from Me, you have created, and you have given birth. 

 

 “In giving birth, you feel complete; this feeling of completion is prompted by the fact, that you 
created, within you, and brought forth, you delivered onto the Earth, that which had been held 

within you, for days, for months, or possibly even years, incubating there, until you had the faith 

to say, ‘Yes,’ and it was born of you; it was born, of God, and you; it was born of The Holy 
Spirit, and you.  But once you have given birth, you have a sacred responsibility to nurture, and 

to care for, that which you have created.   

 

“If you have brought forth a beautiful garden, you must tend it, and care for it, or it will wither, 
and die.  If you have brought forth a relationship, you must tend it, and care for it, or it will 

wither, and die.  If you have brought forth a book, or a piece of music, you must tend it, and care 

for it, and convince people to hear it, or read it, or it will go unheard, it will go unread.  If you 

have brought forth a child, you must tend to the child, and care for it, or it will whiter, and never 

reach its full potential.  That which you conceive, and bear, and birth, upon the Earth, must be 

cared for, should be treasured and cherished.  You cannot walk away from your creation, and 

expect it to flourish on its own; it requires your hand, your touch, your kiss, your caress; it 

requires you!  And it is the same, with God. 

 

 “Every child upon the Earth is a child of God; and God’s hand is on every child upon the Earth; 
for, God did not create you, and leave the job undone!   

 

 “This day, sit awhile, in quiet, with your Parent, your Creator, The One Who has given you 
eternal life; and realize, and recognize, that God is with you, ever, with you!   

 

 “God did not create you, to abandon you; God created you to be all… that you are meant to be; 
and where you will figure that out… is sitting with God!  And in this sacred communion, you 
will be taught; and in the acceptance of the teaching, you will learn, how to care for that which 

you have given birth upon the Earth!  And you will be free… and you will grow… and you will 
be… all you are meant to be… and you will learn these things… in the lap of God!” 
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December 21, 2014 

 

Jesus Teaches On: 

You Hold The Power, Now Light The Way 

 

 

  “I AM with you!    I sing a song, and I ask you to join Me!  I move to the rhythm of the breath 
of The Holy Spirit, in the eternal dance of joy, and I ask you to join Me!  I open My arms and 

My heart, so that all who are seeking love, and understanding and compassion and comfort will 

walk into them, willingly, and in peace, knowing they will find sanctuary, and I ask you to join 

Me!  For what purpose is life, but to bring these things to others, to bless the Earth: with the joy 

of the dance, and the beauty of the song, and the comfort of peace on Earth, good will to all, who 

live on her? 

 

 “You have the ability to do everything I just mentioned, if it is your desire to do so: you can be 
the song, and you can be the dance; you can be the open arms and heart, filled with love and 

kindness, compassion, forgiveness, and comfort; you can be the sanctuary; you can be the living 

word of God; you can be the light, that will show The Way; but it requires you to say, ‘Yes, I 
will do this, I will be that which God meant me to be!’ 
 

 “Now, these are beautiful words, and beautiful thoughts; but I want you to close your eyes, and 

imagine, what I AM going to show you, in words…   
 

 “Imagine that you are a man, or a woman, or a child, standing in darkness; imagine it, as a 
starting point; and in the darkness you must take a step.  Which way will you go?  How will you 

go?  What are you doing?  These questions are rolling around within you.  And then, a small 

light, begins to float from the distance toward you; and, as it grows nearer to you, the light 

becomes bigger and bigger, spreads farther and farther, until the light settles upon you, and you 

hear the voice of an angel, and the voice says to you, ‘My child, I am with you.  I am to guard 
you, as you walk upon the Earth.  So I give you this information, so you can use it, from your 

birth, until it is time to come back Home.  Every good thought you have is like a candle, a 

flicker, a small flame, but glowing brightly.  Every good word you say is like a candle, small, but 

burning brightly.  Every good deed you perform is like a candle, small, but burning brightly.  

And as you make your way into the darkness, you are the light.  With every good thought, every 

good word, every good deed, you show The Way; so that others are not afraid to move forward, 

because they see the path you have blazed is shining in glory!’ 
 

 “Now, envision this, if you will, that man, woman, or child, is not standing still, they are 
moving, and all around them pop-up little candles of light; first one, or two, then ten, and twenty; 

they are all of the good thoughts they have during one day, set before them, showing The Way.  

Then, twenty, thirty, seventy, one hundred more candles pop-up, lighting the darkness, 

representing every good word, and good deed they do, during that day.  And then look, out in the 

distance, there must be others, doing the same; for the lights are popping-up, all over the plane, 

lighting the darkness, showing The Way.  For I say unto you, this is how it appears to those of us 

watching over you, as your world lights-up, with every good thought, word, and deed!  See, in 

this Way, what one person can do!?! 
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 “Shake any negative thought away from you!  Do not permit any negative word, not one, to fall 
from your lips, dousing the flames, of your good thoughts, good words, and good deeds!  Stand 

still, and pray, before you commit any negative deed, because these things will fall, as rain, upon 

your beautiful pathway, of flame. 

 

 “Let it be your intention, this day, to be the light!  Let it be your joyous intention to concentrate 
on only thoughts ‘of light!’  And then, see, the pathway into the darkness, change, to an avenue 

of light, showing The Way.  These are the words, I wished to say to you today… ‘You hold The 
Power…  now…  light The Way!’” 
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December 14, 2014 

 

Jesus Teaches On: 

Miracles Rise-Up From Impossible Situations 

 

 

  “I AM with you!    I do not have to take a long journey  to reach through the dimensions, the 
walls of time, the veil,  and touch you, speak to you, or lead you; for I have no boundaries, but 

for the ones you set, around you.  Therefore, when your boundaries are no longer established 

between us,  you hear Me clearly, I touch you dearly, I lead you gently  into The New Day! 

 

 “Opportunities come to those  whose time has come,  to those who find themselves in a situation 
where events have come together to form a course, a pathway.  I encourage you today, to begin 

thinking of challenges in a different way, see them in a different light, embrace them, with all 

your might, because they truly are  the stage  on which you will determine your role, in the 

events shaping your destiny.   

 

 “The grandest, and most majestic miracles have risen-up, like a phoenix from the ashes, from 

times which seem desolate, from situations which seem impossible; for this is when they are 

needed most; and this is when the glory of God, shines the most, when there is naught, but ashes, 

after the flame. 

 

 “When you set the course of your day by rising-up, dressing, and preparing to step out your 

door, everything begins again, it is new.  You are at the threshold, of creating a new day, and 

participating, in this way, in the creation, which God, Our Father, began.  You are continuing the 

creation story with your every thought, every word, every deed, and most assuredly every action. 

 

 “When in the course of the day, you encounter an obstacle, which appears as an immovable 
wall, or a mountain, which is unimaginably tall, or an ocean so wide, you cannot see the other 

side; do not hesitate to bring down that wall, to climb-up that mountain, or to set sail across the 

ocean, because when you have reached such situations, and such places, you are on the verge of 

experiencing miracles.  

 

 “If you begin your day, and you find, in the course of walking through it, that it is time to stop, 
and pray, and ask, ‘God, is this mine to do?’ then you have already set the course, because, if 
God has answered you, ‘Yes, My child, go forth,’ you are the instrument of God’s will, working 
upon the Earth.  And once that decision is made, it is God moving you, God’s breath in you, 
God’s word in you, God’s power… in you! 
 

 “I will give you an example; and since you are so close to the celebration time of My birth upon 
the Earth, I will bring a few of the blocks and obstacles surrounding my birth into play, so you 

can see the miracles, which abound, in this type of situation, every day.   

 

 “Mary saw the vision, and heard the angel clearly.  And the angel’s message was, that she would 
bear a Child.  Now, this statement, this message, was ripe with impossibilities.  And it certainly 

destined Mary: for ridicule, for anger, for frustration, for a number of unpleasant feelings, and 
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emotions, from family, friends, and community.  These things might have appeared as an 

immovable wall; yet, she whispered some words, ‘Thy will be done,’ and walked into the day.  
And from that impossible situation, there came a miracle! 

 

 “Joseph, her betrothed, faced the same type of mountain to climb, when the facts were presented 
to him, that this woman, that he was to take as his wife, was carrying a Child.  Now you are so 

used to hearing this story, that it seems … you don’t question… what those who were playing the 
major roles, were faced with.  This was not an easy decision for this man, Joseph.  He had to 

override the ways of the world, the established codes, and the behavior patterns, the accepted 

behavior, of that day, to take Mary into his home!  But what moved him to do so, in a special 

Way, was a vision, in a dream, and he too said, ‘Thy will be done.’  And he began to climb that 
mountain of impossibility, and from it came forth a miracle! 

 

 “I could continue, along these lines, speaking of each individual, who took part, in My birth, 
upon the Earth, in a special way.  But it is not necessary to continue, for Me to say, that, from 

impossible situations, spring forth miracles, that you could not imagine happening to you, or 

around you.   

 

“The key is to ‘know,’ that you are on the course you are meant to walk, that the mountain ahead 
of you is yours to climb, or the river is yours to forge, or the ocean is yours to travel over.  And 

once this has been set, and once you know, this is the course you are to take, then go forth, 

knowing, that miracles will find you, in a way that you could not imagine, and in a way that 

would not have come to you, but for the pronouncement, ‘Thy will be done,’ and the solitary 
word, ‘Yes.’   
 

“I can promise you, when you set a course that is flowing with the Divine Plan, naught will stop 
you!  For when it is all said and done, your best efforts, on your own, can fail; but your best 

efforts, flowing with the power of God, cannot fail, cannot be stopped! 

 

“Do not turn your head, or change your course, because there is a wall set before you.  Do not 
turn your head, or change your course, because there are obstacles, or mountains, or rivers, or 

oceans, because these things are often the vehicle of miracles. 

 

“Embrace the day, and watch for the signs, and live the miracle!”  
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December 7, 2014 

 

Jesus Teaches On: 

Seek, Find, Grow, And Treasure Things Of Eternal Value 

 

 

  “I AM with you!    I AM with you today  to bring you a message  of seeds, and fertilization, and 
harvesting, of seeking and finding and treasuring  things of eternal value,  of tending that which 

you hold sacred, until it is time to be released, until it is time to ride The Wind, until it is time to 

be born! 

 

 “For those who are observant  with regard to The Green Kingdom,  you have seen the plants, 
and the trees, hold on to the seeds, the seeds that promise life, until it is time to release the 

promise, so that the promise might be fulfilled.  And these seeds are blown in The Wind, swirl in 

the air, some traveling far away, some remaining, right there, very close to the place they were 

born.  These seeds are precious, and the grasses and the flowers and the trees, and the bushes, 

hold them so.  And when it is time, they let them go. 

 

 “So many individuals  seek treasures;  and when they find what they believe to be something of 
great value, they gather what they have, to buy it, to purchase this thing of great value, so that it 

might be theirs.  If they purchase a strand of pearls, or if they purchase a shiny new car, these 

things, they hold to be of great value, will eventually: fall apart; get lost; rust; and become 

useless; for they might appear to be of great value, but in reality, they are of very little value, at 

all.   

 

 “The things of great value are eternal!  They are seeds, promising: eternal future, eternal being, 
eternal present; and that which they give forth, cannot fall apart, or get lost, or rust, or be of little 

use at all.  For when you hold the seeds of love, understanding, forgiveness, tolerance,  these 

things are a promise;  for if you hold them within you, they are being nurtured, they grow!  And 

as you tend them,  you come to know them well,  every characteristic of the love and generosity 

and kindness, comfort and compassion and understanding and forgiveness  that you bear, within 

you!   

 

 “And when the time comes  for you to release one or some of these seeds,  they are the promise  
fulfilled  in the birth; for you have treasured, and grown them well; you have loved, and come to 

know them well; and when it is time, you give birth to them, so another knows them, as well. 

 

 “When a couple are expecting a child, this child is a precious gift, a promise of life continuing.  
And this child is treated as such, held in the mother, nurtured, cared for, by the father, until it is 

time for this promise, of continuing life, to be born.  All the time the child is growing in the 

womb, the mother and the father come to love it; even though they have not seen it, they have 

come to know it, and treasure it; yet, they are willing to give birth, and let it walk into the world 

of man, continuing their life, continuing their story. 

 

 “These things are sacred… you hold seeds, within you… The Gifts of The Holy Spirit… are 
your seeds!  And you fertilize your seeds: by caring, about that which you hold; by finding-out 
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about that which you hold; by getting to know that which you carry within you.  And in this 

process, the seeds, the gifts that you bear, begin to grow, and move, and become stronger.  And 

when it is time, you give birth to the promise of these gifts, and the world knows love, and 

compassion, and understanding, and forgiveness, because you carried it, and you cared for it, and 

you gave birth to it; therefore they see it, through you! 

 

 “This week, think on the things that you bear within you; for they are the true treasures!  That 
which you carry within you is beyond the value of the world!  It is the promise, and the hope, of 

eternity!  Love does not die, does not rust, nor does it fade away.  Compassion, understanding, 

forgiveness, these things are more valuable than the pearls you string to form a strand.  You 

cannot slip them on the finger, or carry them in your hand; but you hold them, within; and there 

they grow, until it is time  to let them go! 

 

 “Live in peace!  And tend the garden, within you!  It will bring you joy!  It is the promise, and 
the hope, of the new day, dawning!  It is your gift… your eternal gift… and it will not fade 
away!” 
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November 30, 2014 

 

Jesus Teaches On: 

Bring Forth The Light, And Darkness Will Haunt You No More 

 

 

  “I AM with you!    It is amazing, that so many are willing to accept, that I might be some place 
far away; but cannot grasp, or embrace, the truth, that I AM with you, now!  I AM not in the 

clouds floating far, far above you, I AM with you,  now! 

 

 “Today I speak  to those of you who feel adrift, lost on a sea, with fog all about you, unable to 
make your way with confidence, inching and edging, with hesitation and doubt, going in one 

direction first and then another, unable to figure it out.  And caught, in this shadow, and 

darkness, many of you call-out for help, but seem to miss The Hand that is extended to you, from 

God, choosing to take the hand, and follow the ways of the world, calling to this one and that one 

for help, ‘Can you help me, I am lost?  Can you help me figure this out?   Can you lead me in the 
right direction?  Can you tell me where to go?  Will you advise me what to do?’  And I say unto 
you, those who step forward to lead you, this way and that, are blind as well.  What good is it to 

take the hand of blind man?  You will both stumble around, from here to there, trying to make 

your way, trying to figure-it-out. 

 

 “All you have to do is be willing to be still, and listen; and guidance will come to you, but it will 
come to you from God, from The Holy Spirit, and yes, from Me, too.  

 

 “If the ways of the world were so clear, if the ways of the world held such clarity: no one would 

be ‘in doubt;’ there would be no hesitation; everyone would be in-lock-step, going in the correct 

direction, doing the right thing, creating ‘perfection,’ on Earth.  But this is not the case, this is 
not what is happening.  So knowing this, why would you give your hand to those who do not 

know what they are doing, or where they are going?  Come with Me, and I will show thee, The 

Way. 

 

 “I ask you to be willing  to take the time  to go within.  Go deep within your being. You carry a 
seed.  It was planted within you, at the time of your birth, your earthly birth. And this seed is set 

in place, so that you might bring it forth: when you have awakened; when an angel taps you; 

when the sun shines on your face, in such a way that you are moved to tears and know, there is 

no more sacred place, than within your being, sitting with God.  It is time for you to make that 

journey!  It is time for you to go within; and bring forth the seed, so that you might conceive 

what God has for you.   

 

 “You hold a treasure, and you hold the ability to create, in such a way, that this treasure bursts 

forth from you, and life is created, upon the Earth, where there had been only stillness, darkness, 

and shadow.  What you hold within you, might be: the words to a book; a song; words of 

direction, a manual, of how to do, this, or that, or the other.  What you hold, within you, is 

sacred!   
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 “But no matter what it is, if you feel the stirring within you, as you read these words or hear 
these words, you are beginning the birth process, the recognition, the acknowledgement, it is 

there; and  you have begun the time of preparation, of tending, of loving care.’  You are in a time 
right now, preparing to give birth, to bring forth from the darkness around you, something, that 

the Earth  has not seen before!  It has not seen it, because it has been, within you; it is unseen; 

but you are preparing to bring it forth, so it is seen, upon the Earth.   

 

 “Where there is shadow and darkness, call forth your light!  For it is time for you to rise-up, and 

walk, day, and walk night, without worry or concern or hesitation; this is ‘your time,’ this is 
‘your time, of preparation!’   
 

 “The world will not recognize what is going on. within you, but you feel it, ‘growing,’ you feel 
it, ‘knowing,’ that it is yours to do!   
 

 “Therefore, today, and in the coming weeks, treasure that, which is growing, within you; so that 
when the day comes, when the hour, and the moment comes, you are ready to give birth, and 

bring forth the light, that you carry within!  And when it happens, darkness will be around you, 

no more; for you will have given birth to the light!  Amen!” 
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November 23, 2014 

 

Jesus Teaches On: 

Thanksgiving For Bold Spirits, And Courageous Hearts 

 

 

  “I AM with you!  Today, I AM with you.  I AM always with you.  I AM with you when you are 

tired; I AM with you when you are filled with energy; I AM with you during ordinary times, I 

AM with you, during extraordinary times,  I AM with you, during celebratory times, I AM with 

you! 

 

 “Most of you hearing these words or reading these words, are beginning preparation for a most 

celebratory time, a time ‘of thanksgiving,’ a time ‘of remembering,’ and it is good; but this time 
of celebrating the first Thanksgiving, and remembering the bravery, of those who celebrated, the 

first, Thanksgiving, is getting lost, ‘the true meaning,’ is getting lost.  For many of you, the most 
important way to celebrate this holiday, is by: watching football; eating a feast; visiting relatives 

and friends; and shopping... to extraordinary... measures.  These have become ‘the banner, of 
Thanksgiving.’ 
 

 “You know I love parables, I love to speak of things, and disguise the meaning, in such a way, 
that whatever you are ready to accept, you can pull from the parable: some, leaving the meat of 

the parable; some, cleaning it down to the bone; some, taking the bones, within them, and  

knowing the parable, fully.   

 

 “But today, I do not wish to use a parable.  I do not wish to disguise, that which I would like to 
say, ‘If you will set aside the ball games, the feasting, the family and friends, and the endless 
shopping, you will finally remember the reason you are celebrating Thanksgiving... there were 

individuals... with a desire to know freedom... with a desire to go where they were being led to 

go... individuals whose hearts and spirits were on fire... to follow their destiny... over an ocean, 

on... to a new land... seeking freedom, at any cost, including peril!’ 
 

 “And once they made it to the shore of the new land, their adventure was not over; they had to 
find a way: to make their way; to build their homes; to plant their gardens; to live, a very basic 

life, without luxury.  And when there came a time, after the end of the first planting season, that 

the great harvest came-in, although it might be considered meager, in these days, still: it was a 

blessing; it was grace; it was the hand of God, touching their face, and saying, ‘You did it!  Look 
at the harvest!’  And they shared; and they sang; and they celebrated; prayerfully acknowledging 
their journey, celebrating that which they had grown! 

 

 “If these individuals had chosen to stay home, to not take the chance of crossing an ocean, to 

push their fear of peril aside, and move forward, there would be no Thanksgiving!  They were 

celebrating an epic adventure; but their celebration had to do with being thankful to God: for 

their lives, for their health, for their food, for their clothing, for these basic things.  There were 

no football games.  There were no parties.  There were no shopping expeditions into the night, 

and following day.  There were people gathered to bow their heads, and pray; thankful, they had 

made it, to see another day; and that day, leading them to a new life, in a new land. 
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 “I AM not asking you to discard the joyful celebration that you have already planned, nor to turn 
your head from the things people are inviting you to do...  I AM asking you... to take a few 

moments... in a day dedicated to thanksgiving... to remember these individuals... whose bold 

spirit, and courageous hearts, led them from one life, into an adventure! 

 

 “Do not let the fears, the anxieties, and the hesitation of the world, keep your feet planted, when 

it is time for you to walk!  Do not let anxiety, and worry, keep your hands in your pockets, and 

close to your being, when it is time for you to reach-out, and embrace others, sharing your love, 

and all you have.  Do not let the ways of the world restrict you, confine you, or define you;  

because hundreds of years, or maybe just ten years, from now, there will continue to be 

celebrations, and these celebrations, at their core, will be ‘in-memory of individuals: who were 

willing to give, and give more, than the world said they could give; or do more, than the world 

said they could do!’ 
 

 “Take the time to realize... that each one of you... has an adventure... has a journey... has a 
mission.  And each one of your adventures, your journeys, your missions, are worthy of 

celebration!  Do not listen to the nay-sayers.  When you feel the fire within you, rise-up, ride the 

waves into a new day, a new place, a new time; for, once you begin that journey, you will be 

giving thanks, every day!”  
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November 16, 2014 

 

Jesus Teaches On: 

The Gift Of Faith; Forgive All Things; Run From Anger, And Frustration 

 

 

  “I AM with you!    I AM truly with you.  As the sun rises to greet the new day, and bring you 
light, I AM with you; and I will not leave you when the sun sets, come the night, I will be at your 

side, quiet, comforting, waiting to rise-up, and walk with you, come the new day, come the new 

light.  Take comfort in this.  Be not afraid, for I AM with you! 

 

 “Many of you hearing these words or reading these words, know they have the gift of faith.  
Sometimes it burns, raging, flames reaching higher and higher, sometimes barely smoldering, as 

an ember.  Still, it is there, and you know it. 

 

 “Faith is your individual gift, and no matter how grand, or how small, that gift of faith might be, 
you have it, within thee!  Therefore, you can make of it, what you wish to make of it.  You can 

blow on it, with your breath of trust, and every time you say, ‘I believe,’ it is, as a fan, blowing 
on the ember, bringing it to life, flames leaping, acknowledging your belief; it is yours, no matter 

where you are, no matter how strongly you believe at this moment, that gift of faith is yours!  So 

I speak to you this morning in such a way as to say, treat it as ‘the sacred gift,’ it is.  Do not take 
it for granted.  Do not deal with it occasionally, when times are difficult, and you acknowledge 

you need help.  Practice faith... and believe... every single day; because this is the way, you grow 

in faith; this is the seed, that is meant to lead, and sustain you, as you journey upon the Earth, 

because this faith guides you, into confidence, in knowing who you are, in knowing: Who is with 

you, Who is supporting you, Who is feeding you, and loving you; while you journey upon the 

Earth. 

 

 “One of the ways to assure a pleasant journey, upon the Earth, is to be quick to forgive all thing!  
Complete forgiveness... means... it is over, it is done, it is forgiven.  And when you are living in 

this forgiving light, you think of the person, or the situation, including yourself, with love, 

understanding, drawing lessons from the situation, and moving on.  You will not know freedom, 

until things are forgiven from the past; and once you are so adept at forgiving the past, 

forgiveness in the future is a given, and forgiveness in the present is done quickly, without 

hesitation, or reserve!  Why is this possible?  Because you come to understand the feeling that 

you gain with every forgiving word.  It is true freedom, because you are not held down by the 

chains of frustration, or anger, or hurt.  You are the liberator for all involved, and you feel the 

confidence in knowing this. 

 

 “The third thing I wish to speak to you about is this:  Run, run quickly from the energy of anger, 
or frustration, because these things, these energies, will lead you right back into the place of 

needing to practice forgiveness, again.  It is a cycle... one might call it a vicious cycle... you 

forgive, you work on it, and it takes maybe days, maybe months, maybe years; and then, finally, 

you have accomplished the forgiving, and it feels so good; but later, you give in to the 

temptations, of anger, and frustration, and it leads you right back to the need to be forgiving of 
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certain things again.  So, you heal yourself; but then fall back into the dis-ease of anger, or 

frustration; and what follows this, is the need to forgive yourself, or others, again.  

 

 “I AM showing you The Way to total freedom... it is complete... and it is beautiful... but it does 

require ‘knowing,’ what you are doing... because... there are people in the world who will tell 
you... that you have every right to get angry, or upset, or frustrated... with this, or that, or the 

other. And I say unto you... You do not; unless, that is where you wish to live. 

 

 “These energies are all over, all around you, these energies abide within most of the people you 
meet, or exchange with, or have encounters with, in any way.  So understand... that even your 

closest, and dearest, friend, or your most helpful family member, will be leading you in the 

wrong direction, the minute they say, ‘...well, you have every right to be upset about that.’ I say 
to you, you do not! 

 

 “These things, these few words I have spoken to you this morning, will lead you into a week of 
such wealth, and richness, that you will be dancing, come the end of the week.  You will feel that 

‘free,’ and in freedom is joy, and happiness.  This is what I give to thee today... 

 

 “Cherish your gift of faith, hold it close.  Be the first to forgive, in every situation, and forgive 
the most.  Run from the energy of anger, or frustration, because it will lead you right back to 

where you began.   

 

 “I walk with you this week.  We walk hand in hand, and together we will dance, and sing, and 
create great joy, and happiness, because we will forgive all things.  In the face of anger, we will 

speak of ‘love.’ In the face of frustration, we will speak of ‘understanding.’  In the face of 
animosity, we will speak of ‘compassion.’  We will do these things... together... and we will be 
free... forever!” 
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November 9, 2014 

 

Jesus Teaches On: 

Use Your Gifts From The Kingdom Of God, Show The Way 

 

 

  “I AM with you!    I bring you words of wisdom, so you might hear them, and know them, and 

in the knowing, find peace, and happiness, and joy; for true peace, and happiness and joy, are 

experienced by those who use the gifts of The Kingdom of Heaven, and in so doing, realize a life 

that is rich, and abundant, and filled with The Kingdom of God, upon Earth!  For you see, those 

who are filled with joy, knowing, and experiencing the glory of The Kingdom of God upon 

Earth, need nothing else!  They lack nothing.  They are complete.  They feel the presence of 

God.  They do not find great allure, in the things of the world of man; but rather, they are drawn, 

more, to the wealth of love and kindness and generosity and compassion.  They are drawn to the 

commitment to complete their mission, do the will of God, and go Home. 

 

 “For those who ‘use their gifts,’ there are more gifts, to open; because those who have, will be 
given more; yet, those who have not, will lose all they have.  This may sound strange to say, but 

it is true.  Watch, and look around you as people make their way through their lifetime upon the 

Earth.  For those who use the gifts of The Kingdom of God while they are walking upon the 

Earth: they live in abundance; they seem to lack for nothing; they are joyful; they are happy; they 

are at peace; because they have faith!  And this gift of faith does amazing things.  This gift of 

faith, to the one who believes, empowers them to step into situations, and accomplish that which 

the world says is impossible to do.  Yet, they do it, because of faith, and trust, knowing, if they 

are led to do it, it is theirs to do, and it shall be accomplished.  And this gift of faith, eliminates 

doubt, and fear, and worry, and concern.  They are not locked or frozen in place because of fear, 

they are liberated, in the light of faith.  And every time they step-out in faith, using that gift, they 

are rewarded by more faith; and on, and on, it goes, with every step, bringing them, more, and 

more faith, and trust.   

 

 “And those who have faith, watch for the signs, the signs all around them; and they use the gift 

of reading the signs, of understanding the signs; and they follow the signs; and because they 

watch for the signs, and then follow them, they are rewarded.  Every sign brings new direction, 

new guidance.  And they keep going, enjoying the journey, because they are knowing, in faith, 

where they are going.  The signs are there, the faith is there, the trust, the hope, is there. 

 

 “But for those who  have little faith,  and who are unwilling to step-out in faith,  they inch 

themselves into fear, and doubt, and worry, and concern, and faith is pushed further, and further, 

back, away.  They do not feel it, and it seems as if they do not remember faith at all.  And the 

lack of using the gift, as small as it was, has taken it further and further from them.  And in this 

doubt, and confusion, it is impossible to read the signs.  And slowly, they begin to see the signs, 

not as hope, and promise, but as confusion, and doubt; and they begin to spin out-of-control, not 

knowing, which way to go. 

 

 “You must use – that which you have been given – to find peace, and joy, and happiness!  And 

for those who use their faith, there is the reward, and for those who are willing to read the signs, 
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there is the reward.  Yet, there is something else for those ‘of faith,’ and ‘the ability, and the 
trust, to follow the signs,’ there is a responsibility to speak of the faith, and speak of the signs, 
and speak of the joy, and happiness, experienced in living upon Earth this way.  Stand-up and 

say, ‘In faith I did this.’  Stand-up and say, ‘I followed this sign, and look what happened.’  For 
each word spoken, from the seed of faith, a plant is born, from the seed sown, and another sees it.   

 

 “You can lead others from darkness, and shadow, by living, openly, with faith, reading the 

signs, and walking, moving along The Way!  This is what I ask of you, today.  And I ask you to 

continue it into the week.  Step-out in faith, and do, that, which is written upon your heart!  Read 

the signs, and take the step.  Reach-out to those in darkness, and shadow, and say, ‘This is The 
Way.  Have faith!  Walk with me, today!’ And in this Way: you will be the hand of God, the 
voice of God; you will be the strength of God, for another, who is lost!   

 

 “Use the gifts you have been given, but use them in such a way, that you are an example to all 

who see you, and see what you say, and do.  This faith is contagious!  Be the light, walk in faith, 

read the signs, they show The Way!” 
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November 2, 2014 

 

Jesus Teaches On: 

Know, Who You Are, And What You Are Doing, Upon The Earth 

 

 

  “I AM with you!  Cast from you any doubt; for I AM with you!  And for you to hear Me, there 
is no need to shout; for you will hear the whisper, coming from within you, as clearly, as if we 

are standing shoulder to shoulder, hand in hand, as One! 

 

 “If you are hearing these words or reading these words, you are on an adventure, a journey; and 
your travels are leading you over the face of the Earth: to different places; to occupy different 

spaces; and to look into the eyes, and the faces, of all of the children of God, upon the Earth; for 

no matter what is happening, what they do, or say, the truth  is  every person upon the Earth is a 

child of God!  Some know it.  Some embrace it.  Some deny it.  Some run from it; but it does not 

make any difference, it does not make it less true.    

 

 “For those of you who are willing to embrace The Eternal Presence, and Being, that you are, 
there comes a great responsibility!  And for those who have awakened, the responsibility 

becomes no more than ‘knowing, understanding, realizing, who they are, and what they are 
doing!’ 
 

 “When you come to the realization, that you are a spirit, and you are spirit first, then you move 
differently.  You realize: that you have no end, that you are, truly, eternal; and this earthly 

experience, no matter what it is, is important for your eternal being, for your eternal wisdom; and 

it has bearing on the mission you are here, upon the Earth, to do! 

 

 “One of the things that you must come to realize to make your mission upon the Earth easier, is 

that recognizing energies, discernment of spirit, will keep you safe, secure, confident, protected, 

and healthy!  Spirits are all around you, just as your friends are around you, and your family is 

around you.  But just because someone knocks on your door, does not mean that you throw the 

door open, and say, ‘Oh, come in!’  Most spirits in human being form are more discerning about 
whom they invite into their home, their earthly abode, than  they are, most of the time, about 

whom they invite into their spiritual house, their eternal dwelling place.   

 

 “When you are filled with joy, and kindness, and generosity, and compassion, and forgiveness, 
you feel complete, and filled with light!  When you have thrown open the doors of your inner-

being: to greed, to hate, to anger, even to frustration, you do not feel as if you are filled with 

light.  The result is that you feel depressed, and down, and anxious, because... this is what... is 

within you!   

 

 “If you are awakened, you ‘know,’ that cleansing yourself is a daily task, no more involved than 
taking a shower, or a bath.  You simply have to ‘know, what you are doing.’  And, as an eternal 
being, and a powerful child of God, you stand in the light, and cast from you fear, and doubt, and 

anxiety, hate, and loathing.  And you do it, with the power you were give; you do it, with the 

power of God, flowing to you, and through you, and you do it, with confidence, saying, ‘Get thee 
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from me,’ and all things must fall from you, because you are a powerful child of God, with great 

strength!  And, once you have rid yourself of these things, clarity is yours; for it is found in the 

light.  But if you find yourself in shadow, or darkness, do not be afraid.  You can undo that 

which is done, simply by rising-up as the daughter or the son of God, and demanding, yes 

demanding, and commanding, that the energies of darkness, and shadow, leave you! 

 

 “I can promise you that you have this power, and ability, and that you will be confident, once 
you embrace it, and know it.  But I cannot promise you, that once you have cleansed yourself, 

these sneaky energies will not return.  But then, on the other hand, I can promise you that, if you 

stay in the light of God, you will surely recognize, that shadow, and darkness, have invaded your 

inner-being once again, and it is time for the shower, or the bath.  And once you realize how to 

do it, you will not fear it, you will laugh, and say, ‘Get thee from me!  Today, I know who you 
are, and I am not afraid.’ 
 

 “As you go forth into this week... practice... that, of which I speak this morning, because you 
will find, as you do, your confidence will be restored, and you will begin to live, as a spiritual 

being, experiencing Earth, and coming to know your physical body, much better, than you ever 

could have imagined; because, you will follow the string, from the body of spirit that you are, 

right to the physical body.  And then, the bell will ring, and you will know, ‘Oh, it is true.  If I 
am ‘healthy, of spirit,’ then my physical body, knows health, too.’  And that is wisdom, which 
will serve you well! 

 

 “Go into the week, using these words, using this guidance, and you will surprise yourself, and 
you will surprise others, too; and you will walk in confidence, knowing strength, knowing 

clarity, ‘Knowing’.”  
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October 26, 2014 

 

Jesus Teaches On: 

Do Not Set Loose Careless Words To Ride The Wind 

 

 

  “I AM with you!  I reach-out, and you feel a gentle stirring around you; for it is My desire that 

you ‘know, I AM with you!’  I wish to share, with you, the Wisdom  that all who inhabit The 
Dimension of Perfection  enjoy.   

 

 “It is a joy to live, in wisdom; for you are content, satisfied, and fulfilled.  Wisdom comes with 
goodness, and kindness, and compassion.  Wisdom has nothing to do with memorizing words, or 

knowing the current facts of the day; for that which is known by mankind, changes, is altered by 

this theory or that theory; but goodness, and kindness, and compassion are constant, and therein, 

lies wisdom.  And those who hold the gift of wisdom, and know it, know, when to loose their 

tongue, and when to hold it.  

 

 “Listen to the wind, and imagine the leaves of fall, caught in this current, twisting and, twirling 
and, moving far beyond the tree of their birth, landing in a place, they know not.   

 

 “Now I ask you  to think of the leaves,  that are caught on the wind  as words,  words set free.  
Think of the leaves as careless words, set loose, in a moment of anger or frustration.  They swirl, 

and swim on the breeze; yet you know not, where any of these will land, these words, these 

careless words.  Yet, wherever they land, there they abide. 

 

 “But now, change your perspective and see the leaves, caught on the breeze, as words of peace, 
and kindness, and love, of compassion, understanding and forgiveness, and watch them swirl in 

the wind, as it carries them to places they have never been before, blessing every place and every 

person, with peace, and love, and goodness.  For the words you speak, carry the authority  to 

curse, or bless;  and it is you,  you are the one,  who makes the decision,  before, it is done!   

 

 “The ways of the world will tempt you: into speaking quickly; to join-in the conversation, 

sometimes thinking your words are a badge of great intelligence, or that you have the 

opportunity to best another in their decision, or the theory they are setting forth; sometimes, the 

words, you speak, could be called boastful; and then, there are times, when the world tempts you 

to words of anger, and frustration. 

 

 “Do not be tempted to loose your tongue, until you have been still, until you have gone to a 
quiet place, where you are sure, that your heart is filled with good, and light, and the love of 

God; because, the heart overflowing with good, and light, and the love of God, does not send 

forth from the body, anything but good... and light... and love; wait to speak, until that is your 

Source, of Wisdom, and then your words  will ride The Wind,  and they will go to places, they 

have never been, and bless, all they land upon, with that, which is in your heart!” 
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October 19, 2014 

 

Jesus Teaches On: 

Let Earth Sing This Day Of The Glory Of God, Because The Glory Of God Is You 

 

 

  “I AM with you!  When you call upon Me, I AM with you and I speak to you, I reach-out and 

touch you, and you feel Me; however, it is important for you to know, that when you are 

operating from a Dimension of Perfection, such as I AM experiencing right now, it is possible 

for Me to be with you, all of the time.  Therefore, our dialogue can be constant, and rich, and 

full, and rewarding; for I wish to share, that which I know, and reveal, that which you are ready 

to see, when it is your time.  

 

 “It is important for you to understand, that it is often the case, that you see, only a portion, a 

glimpse, of what is occurring!  It is only by faith, that you understand, that all will be right.  It 

requires patience, and trust.  And it requires a willingness to see; yet to see, without judging, 

what you see; just taking it in, and knowing, that some where, some time, some place, all things 

will be resolved!  When you can do this, you are seeing, as God sees, you are knowing as God 

knows!  And for those of you who are walking upon the Earth right now, most of you must 

operate in this way.  However, there are some who understand it better; it is easier for them to 

see, and wait patiently, for some where within them, there is ‘the knowing,’ that it will be right.   
 

 “It takes ‘faith,’ for the farmer to take a seed, and prepare a hole, and place it there, covering the 
seed of great value, somewhere deep within knowing, that days later it will keep growing, and 

growing, and growing.  And because of the faith it took to put the seed of great value in the 

Earth, the farmer is rewarded by a plant who gives forth hundreds more, of the seeds of great 

value.  Thus there is a continuation, but that continuation, that creation, is born, and carried, 

within the seed.  It requires faith. 

 

 “It is easier to walk in faith, if you are walking from within the light of God; because, you see, 
from within the light.  You are not watching the light, which is distant from you, or not even 

connected to you, you are living within the light.  And you see differently, from within the light, 

then you do, standing on the outside, looking at the light.  There is a difference!  So you are 

summoned to the light; but then called to take another step, to have faith, and walk into the light, 

knowing, the light will not consume you, but it will illuminate you! 

 

 “All of the pieces of eternity that you see, or glimpse every day, are just that... pieces!  If the 
only piece you see of birth, is the anguish, or apparent anguish, that the woman is experiencing, 

in the birthing process, you would turn your head, and not want to experience this ever again.  

But, if you see the outcome, of the strain, and the temporary pain, the birth, the gasping for air, 

the call announcing, ‘I am here.  I have arrived,’ and, the smile on the mother’s face, as she 
accepts the child; then, it is thing of beauty!  You must have faith that the glimpse you see, at 

some point, will turn-out to be just as beautiful as the birth, coming from anguish. 

 

 “Perspective.  You must have faith, and know, that your perspective is altering what you see!  

You can walk around outside, all day, and never observe the swarms of insects, that are flying 
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together, sometimes in circles, sometimes in a straight line, moving through the air.  These things 

are all happening around you; but you do not see them, you cannot observe them; for, you cannot 

observe, what you do not see.  However, when the light hits them just right, and you turn, and 

look, you see, that which has been illuminated by the light.  You see the insects.  You see them 

swarming, and flying up, and down.  And you are amazed to know, that you just walked through 

them; yet you did not even know they were there.  Still, being illuminated by the light, the 

number of insects you see, is determined, by where you are standing, how you are looking at it.   

 

 “These are things, that appear to be every day occurrences; but are mysterious, and wonderful; 
yet, they are lessons, in: how to live in the light, how to see the light, how to observe the light, 

and how to understand your glimpse, of eternity, is not all there is. 

 

 “Take these pieces and parts that I have addressed this morning, and weave them into the 
lessons of this day...  Be willing to step into the light, without fear!  Be willing to move within 

the light, without fear!  Be willing to see what is happening all around you, without judging, 

within your thoughts, or within your words, about that which you have observed only 

temporarily!  In this Way: you will walk in wisdom; you will walk in light; and you will begin to 

string the pieces of eternity together, and see the unending story, of creation; for you are charged 

with the task, of continuing creation.  Therefore, let all that you do today be worthy, of the 

creation story.  Go forth today, and create love, and peace!  Fill the Earth with kindness, and 

understanding!  Let forgiveness fall from your tongue, and be shown in open arms!  Let all 

things bright and beautiful, be exclaimed, by the children of God.  Let Earth sing, this day... of 

the glory of God... because the glory of God... is you!” 
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October 12, 2014 

 

Jesus Teaches On: 

Close Your Eyes, Clasp Your Hands In Prayer,  And  Together, We Will Do That Which Was 

Thought To Be Impossible To Do 

 

 

  “I AM with you!  I AM always with you.  And for those who are willing to accept My presence, 
life is good, and the impossible task becomes possible, because we are doing it together! 

 

 “There will be days, and there will be situations, in which you will find yourself perplexed, 
standing hands on hips, wondering, ‘How in the world you are going to do, what is set before 
you?’  And I will tell you, that figuring how in the world, you are going to do it, will make it 

more difficult, than asking the question, ‘How can I use the gifts of Heaven to do this?’ for, these 
are two different things.  If you will pause before the task that appears to be a mountain, and ask 

for Divine guidance, guidance will be yours; and you will move, slowly at first, until you are in a 

rhythm, which will flow, and make the task go easier for you, because you are being guided. 

 

 “If your task is to move a two-story building from one place to the other, you have, probably, 

reached the conclusion, that you cannot just close your eyes, clap your hands, and have the 

building move from one location to another.  However, you can look at the building, close your 

eyes, hold your hands together  in prayer,  for just a few minutes, and ask for guidance, and it 

will come to you!  Moving slowly one brick at a time, carrying it from this place to that, will be 

the way it appears you start; but actually, the whole movement began with faith!  Therefore, you 

see, it is important for you to know, if what you are doing is something that you are supposed to 

be doing!  ‘Is this what I am to do?’  And when you clearly hear ‘Yes,’ or feel ‘Yes,’ or know, 
‘Yes,’ then, set your course, and realize, if it is yours to do, then you will have that which you 

need to do it, so that it might be accomplished, one brick at a time; and before you know it, the 

building has moved! 

 

 “If you could see it in ‘fast forward,’ motion, it would appear, that you closed your eyes, and 
you clapped your hands, and the building moved!  It is all in ‘your perspective.’  With your faith, 
the building was moved; and it is the same, with many other things: it is the same with 

relationships; it is the same with difficult times at work; it is the same, if you have lost something 

of great value, and you wish to find it again.  All of these things can be resolved, by closing your 

eyes, in a show of faith, blocking-out the ways of the world, and walking in to the ways of The 

Dimension of Perfection, seeking guidance, and assistance.  But in ‘fast forward,’ it does appear 
that you have closed your eyes, clapped your hands, and it was accomplished!  And, in a way, 

that is true!  It was accomplished with faith, and prayer, and willingness to do that which you are 

asked to do.   

 

 “Therefore, as you go into this week, do so by closing your eyes and clasping your hands 
together, in prayer; and then, rise-up to do whatever is set there in front of you; because, it is 

yours to do!   
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 “I reach-out My hand, and ask that you take it, so that I might be with you, every step of The 

Way; and, together, we will do the impossible!” 
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October 5, 2014 

 

Jesus Teaches On: 

How To: Make Your Life Easier; Know, And Complete, Your Mission 

 

 

  “I AM with you!  I reach-out and take your hand and you feel My presence; and for a brief 

while, we sit together, we talk, we exchange, we are one.  This is possible, because you believe; 

for I AM always there; but it happens, in such a wonderful way, for those who will open the 

door, and knock down the barriers of doubt, and say, ‘Come, I am here too!’     
 

 “Today, I want to give you, very simple guidance, on – ‘how to make your life easier, as you 
walk upon the Earth,’ on – ‘how to make sure your mission is done, The Way it is intended to be 
done.’   
 

 “Every one of you, hearing My words this morning or reading My words this morning, is upon 

the Earth, because you have a mission!  It is that simple.  You are upon the Earth to complete a 

mission.  For some of you it might be expansive, and grand.  For others of you, it might be to fit 

a small piece of the puzzle together, so that the grand might be seen.  No matter whether your 

mission is large or small, it has great significance, and it is important that it be done, before you 

return Home. 

 

 “Keep your focus, on God!  This is the only way your mission will be done, for if you are 

distracted by the ways of the world, and the things of the world, and the words of the world, you 

will find, in short order, that you are off-track, headed in the wrong direction, uncomfortable, 

lacking confidence, but stumbling along with the rest of the crowd.  This is how most of the 

world finds itself, lost, in the midst of a crowd. 

 

 “Let it be your intention to please God, first; and pleasing God is no more than completing your 
mission.  The directions, the instructions, on how to go about this are written upon your heart.  

And if you need further back-up, or affirmation, you go, and sit quietly, and you ask for 

guidance; and, it will come to you, showing you what to do, The Way to go!  The sticking point, 

is, when others around you do not agree, and set a course attempting to distract you, from that 

which is yours to do.  Sometimes it comes in words, ‘You cannot do that.’  ‘There is no need to 
try.’  You are wasting your time.’  Sometimes it comes in actions... removing themselves from 

your presence, as a punishment, for not going along, with that which they want you to do.  And 

sometimes it comes in outright attack... on your character, or your behavior, or the mission itself.  

You must be prepared for these things.  However, if you are prepared for these things, correctly; 

they will not distract you at all, because your confidence comes, in the quiet times, when God is 

saying, ‘This, My son, or daughter, is what I want you to do!’  And, when you sit, more and 

more, in the presence of God, you rely less and less, on the options of the world, around you.  

What is yours to do, might not be theirs to do; but it is important for you to understand – where 

your allegiance should lie, – and that is with God! 

 

 “Sometimes family members will attempt to coerce, or drag you to a position that is theirs: the 

family way, the accepted way it is done in ‘our family.’  And if you give in to this, what you will 
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find is, days, or weeks, or maybe years down the line, that you have lost your confidence, but 

you have gained the negative energy of frustration, and even anger at family members who you 

perceive to have pulled you in the wrong direction.  But never forget this, you are the one who 

must make the decision; therefore, you cannot rise-up, and say, ‘You made me do this,’  because, 
it was your choice. 

 

 “For some who are dragged in another direction, away from their mission, the first thing they do 
is to be angry, and argue, and try to convince the rest of those around them, of the importance, 

and the correctness, of their mission.  This is futile!  They cannot understand what is on your 

heart.  They do not see the whole picture.  They do not recognize your piece, of the Eternal Plan.  

Therefore, this too, is not the appropriate action to take.   The  only  good  action  to  take – is to 

set your course, with God at your center, as your Compass, as your focus, – and be led, from that 

point!  Then, no matter what is going on in the world around you, they will see... you have set 

your course... and that is where you want to be.  And often from this comes respect for what you 

are doing, especially if you do it, using all the positive light you can muster, you can find, you 

can let flow through you.  But if you let the ways of the world distract you,  your piece of the 

puzzle will be missing, and it will be sorely missed! 

 

 “I have two examples for this, which I believe, after you hear, you will be more determined than 
ever to complete your mission, The Way God wants you to complete your mission.   

 

 “John the Baptist... came upon the Earth... with a mission.  He was the one who was to go ahead, 

to call the people, to prepare them for My mission.  He did this, exactly, The Way God directed 

him to do it; yet, there were those all around him, tempting him, and sometimes threatening him.   

He did not drink.  He did not wear the clothing that the world wore.  He took himself aside, and 

lived in the desert, eating whatever came his way, to sustain his life upon the Earth.  And 

because of his behavior, there were those who said he was possessed by demons.  ‘Do not listen 
to that man, he is mad.’  ‘He lives in the desert, and eats bugs.’  ‘He does not eat, or drink, as the 
normal, human being would do; therefore, something is wrong with him.’  They caste judgments 
upon him, because his way did not coincide with the ways of the world.  Yet, if he had 

succumbed to the temptations, and decided it was better for his mission to do it the way the 

world would like to see him do it, then his mission would not have been complete, it would have 

been lost, in the ways of the world.  Can you imagine – how that would have changed the flow – 

of all that was to come after him? 

 

 “Now, – think of My mission – I came with direction from God; and as a sidebar, so do you, you 

have a mission, and I had a mission.   

 

 “Now, I came, and I was eating, and drinking, and meeting with the tax collectors, and other 
unapproved of people in the town.  I walked where I would walk, and I went where God led Me.  

There were tempters, all around Me, trying to lead Me to be more ‘like the ways of the world at 
that time;’ but, that was not My direction.  My direction from God was to do it The Way God 
was showing Me, and guiding Me, to do it.  And as I did, the ways of God, I was titled: ‘a 
glutton, a drunkard, one who ‘kept company’ with tax collectors, prostitutes, and sinners; I was 
one who was not to be trusted, because I was working the ways of ‘the devil’.’  These were the 
judgments, placed upon Me.  Yet, can you imagine, if I had succumbed to the temptations of the 
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ways of the world, and the voices, circling all around Me, what would have happened to My 

mission?  It would not have been the same!  It would not have been complete!  And it would 

have changed everything that was to come after Me!   

 

 “I want you to think upon this, because you will be tempted to think, if you go out in the world 

to do your mission, and to do it for the glory of God, that there should be all these people around 

you, supporting you.  And I say to you, there will not be!  There will be tempters, circling around 

you. 

 

 “Where will you find your safe haven, and the courage, and the strength, to go on, and carry-out 

your mission?    In the lap of God, in the direction of God, in the wisdom of God! That is where 

you find the courage to set your face into the light of the sun, and walk upon the Earth, as you 

are directed by God!    It does not matter, if the world understands what you are doing.  It does 

not matter, if family members, or friends, are disgruntled.  It does not matter, at all!    And you 

will very quickly find this is the case, as you reach-out, and take My hand, and together, we 

follow the direction of Our Father, until you reach the gates of Home, and you are welcomed 

back, with great joy!”  
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September 28, 2014 

 

Jesus Teaches On: 

Living Upon Earth As A Child Of God 

 

 

  “I AM with  you, always!    I AM near to you.  I support you, and I encourage you, during this 
time, of your journey, upon the Earth.  For this is an important time for you.  It is your 

opportunity to deliver the grace, and the blessings, of The Kingdom of God, to Earth, in all you 

think, and say, and do.     

 

 “I understand, as each of you, what it is like to live in the world created by man, because I did.  I 
did accept physical form, and I know.  I know what it is to be hungry, and I know what it is to 

eat, and be full, and filled with the fruits of Earth.  I know what it is to be thirsty, and I know 

what it is to drink from the cup of the fruit of the vine, and the waters, flowing fresh, over the 

rocks.  I know what it is to be sad, and I know what it is to be glad, to be wrapped in the arms of 

others, or to be wrapped in their laughter, or song, or stories.   

 

 “I know how it is to wear clothing that is thread-bare, and I know how it is to wear a robe that is 

clean, and fresh, with no tears.   

 

 “I know how it is: to be tempted; to sit in the bosom of family, and friends, and feel safe, and 
secure, in what you say, and do; and I know how it is to rise-up, to walk out of that door, and go 

into the world, to do the things you are meant to do, in the name of God. 

 

 “God know you better than your family, your closest friends, your acquaintances, and those you 
work with.  And God does not care what you wear.  God is not concerned with the size of your 

house, or the type of car you drive, or whether your bankroll is thick, or thin.  God speaks the 

language of your heart, and your soul, and your spirit, and that is where the power of God moves 

you, beyond the ordinary ways of the world, into the extraordinary Way, of The Kingdom of 

God, The Dimension of Perfection, Heaven.  

 

 “It is possible to experience Heaven while you walk upon the Earth.  And it is definitely 
possible for you to deliver the gifts of Heaven, while you walk upon the Earth. Handing-out 

generosity, and hospitality, and kindness with great ease and determination, delivers The 

Kingdom of God to those of Earth!   

 

 “Do not hold back your hand from those who come, asking for help.  Take them into your arms, 
and embrace them, and give them what they need.  In this way others will know you, and 

recognize you, for what you are doing.  And while you are doing these things upon the Earth, 

remember this, as God is your Eternal Parent, God knows what you are thinking.  God reads the 

heart, and the soul, and the spirit of the rich, and the poor.   

 

 “God knows that it is possible for the poor man to have anger on his heart, and for the rich man 

to have generosity, and charity, on his heart, and vice versa.   
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 “Do not put so much stock in that which you wear, or the jewelry you slip on your fingers, or on 

your wrists, or around your neck, or the money you carry in your pocket; for, as strange as this 

might seem, these things are not important to God, God is not distracted by them.  God looks at 

you, the you that are the children of God, and the children of God are spirit first; therefore, that is 

where God touches you, and speaks to you, and knows what you are thinking, and hears what 

you are saying, and can see what you are doing, because God understands the language of your 

heart, and soul, and spirit; and therein dwells your communion with God!  Without your spirit, 

your body is nothing, it is an empty place! 

 

 “Remember this week, watch your thoughts, for God is aware of your thoughts.  Be mindful of 
the words you say, for God hears you.  Be aware of what you are doing, for God knows these 

things.  This is your communion with God.  This is your relationship with God.  This is where 

you can feel the love of God; for, God does not turn, and move from you, no matter what you do.  

God draws nearer, and nearer.  And for those who will open, and receive the presence of God, 

they are filled with grace!   

 

 “This week  be not concerned about what you wear, or how much money you make or do not 
make, or where you live.  No, make this week different from any other week, and stay connected 

with Home, with Heaven, with grace, and love, and kindness, and beauty; for it is in this place, 

this heavenly place, this Dimension of Perfection, that you will come to know, what it means to 

be upon the Earth, living as a child of God!  Go forth in peace, and live!” 
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September 21, 2014 

 

Jesus Teaches On: 

Do Not Be Afraid, Believe, I AM With You, And Together, We Can Do All Things 

 

 

  “I AM with  you, always!    Believe, and feel My presence, with you; for in your belief, it is as 

if you are opening a door, and all things bright and beautiful, are streaming in upon you, holding 

you in the light, so that your vision is clear, and with great delight, you can pronounce, ‘I 
‘know,’ You are with me!’  When we are in such communion together, you and I, all things are 

possible, because you believe... I AM your rudder... God has set you in place... all things are 

possible! 

 

 “You are blessed to be on the Earth, as I was blessed to be on the Earth, to carry-out a mission 

of monumental importance.  And while your journey might not be that of mine, it is your 

journey.  Yes, it is thine.  God has sent you forth to do something.  Do not forget, why you are on 

Earth. 

 

 “Do not be afraid.  Do not be confused or puzzled.  If you hear from another, that I have told 
them to turn left, and to hold on to a certain rule; and you have heard another pronounce that I 

have told them, go straight, and cling to a precept; do not be confused, for one could be coming 

from the west, and the other from the east. 

 

 “Every child of God has their own course, making it possible... for one to be right... if they turn 
left... and for one to be correct... if they head right. The only thing you need to be listening for... 

watching for... waiting for... is the direction you receive!Therefore, do not be concerned about: 

what this one or that one is doing; what this one or that one is accomplishing; for yours is a 

course uniquely suited for you. And if you let God be the center of all you think, and say, and do, 

you cannot stray. 

 

 “Let God be the guiding light, let Me be the rudder, and we will sail together, on the right 
course, day, and night; for I AM truly with you!   

 

 “Do not be afraid.  When you sit in prayer, and you hear, and you know, that there is a place 

where you are to go, go forth.  When you sit in prayer, and you hear, and you know, that there 

are people you are meant to meet, then rise-up, and go forth, with an out-stretched hand, and do 

so, because it is the plan.  What I AM saying to you this day is, do not be afraid, for your mission 

is sacred, and holy, and you cannot find yourself in a place, left dangling in space, without word, 

without comfort, without peace.  For if God is the center of all that you do, then you will know 

we are walking with you.  Lift-up your head, and let the world see that you have confidence, that 

you have heard, and you can be upon the Earth, as a child of God, with one goal, one ambition, 

to complete your mission, and return Home! 

 

 “I promise you, if you will forget what this one, or that one, is doing, and focus on your role, 
your mission, your connection with God, Our Father, you will know peace!  You will know 
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peace, even if there is storm around you.  You will know peace, if there is war around you.  With 

God as your center, you will know peace.  Therefore, be not afraid.” 
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September 14, 2014 

 

Jesus Teaches On: 

Cultivate Peace, First, Within Your Being, Then Make-Over Earth, As It Was Always Meant To 

Be 

 

 

  “I AM with  you, always!  I spoke the words, thousands of years ago, few understood then, few 
understand now.  I AM with you!  I AM in you, as you are in Me, for we are One, in The Father, 

The Creator, The Mother Of All Things.  And since it is so, this is how we speak, this is how we 

communicate; for, if I Am in you, and you are in Me, we hear, and we know, and we feel the 

presence of each other!     

 

 “For those who accept this teaching, there is understanding, and communication.  For those who 
doubt, and seek to find how this could be possible at all, there is confusion, and chaos.  ‘Faith,’ is 
required to believe this; yet, I say, unto you, it is true!  It is just as true today, as it was two 

thousand years ago. 

 

 “It is often required that you close your eyes to ‘the ways of the world,’ so that you might hear: 
hear Me, hear The Father, hear The Holy Spirit, from within.  For the world might shout and 

scream and yell; but, the still, small voice, from within, is the voice which compels you to come 

and see, that which is unseen, in the world created by man. 

 

 “Today I want to make very simple the way... the path... the road... Home, ‘Cultivate peace, 
within your being!’   
 

 “It appears that most human beings, inhabiting Earth at the present time, are looking, and 

seeking, for individuals, or groups of individuals, which hold peace as a banner, which seek: to 

bring peace to the world; to stop fighting; to stop killing; to stop slandering; to stop stealing; to 

stop the forces of darkness, so that the power of God, and the light of God, might make-over the 

world, as it was meant to be.  But I tell you, no individual, or group(s) of individuals, will ever 

establish a State of Peace upon the Earth, until they are at peace, from within.   

 

 “Peace  is quiet,  and still  in balance with All That Is, around it.  Peace is ‘the eye of the storm;’ 
what turbulence rages on the outside, but within the eye, there is calm, and harmony.  

 

 “Go forth in peace, for right now you are as a sheep, and there are days when you are moving 

with the flock; there are days when you are walking amongst the wolves; there are days when 

you feel you are lost in the valley; there are days when you feel you see it all, from the mountain 

peak, with your head in the clouds, and your feet upon the Earth.  No matter which day comes to 

you, hold peace, in your heart!  Live in The Kingdom that is within you, and nothing can be 

taken from you, nothing of value, that is. 

 

 “It might surprise you to hear, that I did not come to the Earth, and walk into the world created 

by man, to bring peace to all nations.  I came to show you  The Way  to establish peace, within, 

yourselves!  That was the intention!  And that is the only road to true peace!  When you find a 
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group of people, individuals who hold the peace of God within themselves, then, and only then, 

will the seeds of peace begin to grow, and the vines will move from this place to that, calling 

forth the tired, the hungry, and the thirsty, to come sit in the fields of peace, and be calmed, and 

comforted, fed, and given drink. 

 

 “The ways of the world will demand that a certain group of people act in a peaceful way.  The 
world of man can create laws, and force people to walk in-lock-step, doing this, or doing that.  

But I say unto you,  true peace  does not come from force;  true peace  is carried on the power of 

God’s love, flowing into you, and through you! 
 

 “The world will not know peace, until it is delivered by the children of God, who know The 
Kingdom of God, who carry the peace of God, within them.  This is the intention.  This is how it 

is to be done.  Therefore, with this one simple commission, let it be done.  And make it your 

intention that it be done, through you!  For no matter how strong, and how forceful the winds of 

turbulence might be, the peace of The Kingdom of God is within thee!   

 

 “Go forth this day, and do so carrying peace within you.  Do not be swayed by the ways of the 
world.  Be fulfilled, and nourished, and sustained, served at the table, by the hand of God... 

which is all ... within you!  My peace is with you!  I send you forth this day.  Carry Our Father’s 
peace to the world of man.”    
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September 7, 2014 

 

Jesus Teaches On: 

It Is Time For The Harvest, It Is Time To Know The Kingdom Of God, Upon Earth  

 

 

  “I AM with  you.    Come and sit with Me.  Now, put down your daily tasks, cease the toiling, 
and the work; give it all a rest, and come sit, with Me.     

 

 

 “Welcome to My bench.  Sit, and draw nearer.  Look-out, surveying all things, within your 

sight.  And as you look over the land and the houses, the fields, ripe with grain, and corn, and 

beans, and tomatoes, you will notice that there are trees filled with fruit as well.  But as we sit 

together, you will notice something else.  You will notice, when you are still and quiet, sitting 

next to Me, on this bench, overlooking creation, that there is a glow you never saw before, a 

light, you did not see, before! 

 

 “When you are still,  you notice, and observe things that you did not see,  in your hurry, and 

your scurry, walking by, in the midst of treasure, with your head-down, headed, for the measure 

of the world.  But I will remind you, that if you ever take the time to sit, and watch grass heavy 

with dew, get caught-up in the light of the morning sun, you will first see one, sparkling 

dewdrop!  And then the more you look, the more you see, shining in the light of the sun: some 

green, some blue, some red, some yellowish-orange, all different colors.  They were there, you 

just did not ‘take the time,’ to notice them at all; but once you do, you are amazed at what you 

see! 

 

 “Today, I want you to take some time to sit with Me, to look... and see... the harvest all around 
you.  It is bountiful, and abundant!  The gifts from The Kingdom of Heaven are rich, and ripe, 

and they will nourish you and sustain you; yet it is possible that they go totally unnoticed, if your 

head is turned toward the ways of the world, the schedules of the world, the things of the world.  

But for any who will stop and look, there is bounty galore!  Everything you need now, and 

forevermore, is in the harvest, held in the hand of God!  It will never go away, it will never 

cease, it will never dry-up and wither, or become rain-soaked in the field, and die.  For those are 

the ways of the world.  The fields planted by the hands of man  are subject to the things of man:  

to rains, and winds, and storms, to neglect; but the fields,  planted by the hand of God,  produce, 

and harvest, abundance, forever! 

 

 “As you begin this day, look, and see, that which has been grown by the hand of God just for 
thee!  Walk into those fields, and eat, of the manna of Heaven, and be restored, revitalized, 

rejuvenated!  For all, who will walk into the fields, the harvest is abundant, it is plentiful.  It is 

the laborers who are lacking, who are scarce.   

 

 “Come, walk into the fields with Me this day, and let us sing joyfully; for all that you could pray 
for, you will find in the fields of God.  You will not know hunger.  You will not know thirst.  

You will eat, and drink, and walk, and know The Kingdom of God, upon Earth!”   
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August 31, 2014 

 

Jesus Teaches On: 

On Physical Life and Death New Life Begins, And The Journey Continues 

 

 

  “I AM with  you.    I reach-out to each of you, and say, ‘Come, follow Me!’  The new day is 
with you.  See it shine.  See it change.  See it grow.  See creation continue, no matter what the 

situation is around you; creation continues, without ceasing, moving into eternity! 

 

 “You are... an important piece... of eternity!  Your spirit is ‘of God.’  Your birth comes from 
Heaven, the Dimension of Perfection.  When you arrived upon the Earth, naked, cold, crying, a 

child of God, delivered to the arms of Earth, you had to grow, and learn: how to exist, how to 

live, how to love, how to laugh, how to dance and sing.  You had to learn how to enjoy ‘the 
things of Earth.’  And, as your journey continued, you began to see, and to know: the wind, and 
the rain, and the falling of the snow; and each of these ‘things,’ came as: a delight, a surprise, a 
present, a gift; each day different, no one day exactly like the other... a book... marking your 

journey, your footprints, your time, upon the Earth! 

 

 “I ask you to envision this... Close your eyes... and envision... a beautiful white Dove, sitting 

calmly, and peacefully, in her nest.  Now, vision some stirring, as the dove begins to move, and 

on closer inspection, you see the egg.  Oh, there is great care, given to resting, and creating a 

place, an atmosphere, an environment, of warmth, for the egg, and that which is held within the 

egg.  But you see, that egg-shell will not grow, once it is set and hard, that egg shell will remain 

the size it is.  The treasure held within the shell is growing, ready to be born, ready for the 

experience, this new experience, this new life.  And the coming, and the realization, of the new 

life, is not necessarily easy, or quick.  The process, of breaking the shell from the inside... takes 

time.  And during the time... that, that which is held within, is trying to release itself from the 

shell, it gets stronger.  The muscles grow.  The desire to be out-of-the-shell grows as well.  And 

after much pecking, and moving, and stretching, the egg begins to break apart.  The wisdom, of 

the mother dove, is ‘not to help,’ or ‘crack from the outside;’ for you see, the journey, into this 
new life, begins ‘inside,’ the egg.  Slowly, the egg shell begins to fall away, and there is life.  A 
baby bird is born, stretching, moving, opening its eyes to greet this new place.  It has arrived! 

 

 “The day soon comes, when the bird can fly.  It leaves its nest.  It leaves its crumbled shell... 
behind,... and takes to the sky... soaring into the heavens, beautiful, caught in the light of the sun, 

white, blazing, against the blue, of the sky.  And the dove flies into the new day, the new life, the 

new time, on the wings, which found their strength, from the work done, from within. 

 

 “You can sweep together the broken shell, and hold it gently in your hands; but all the love, and 

care, and tears, will not bring back the bird, now free to soar into the sky, fly amongst the stars, 

and find its resting place, in the lap of God.  New life begins... again!” 
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August 24, 2014 

 

Jesus Teaches On: 

Be Joyful, For The New Day Has Come; And, The New Life Is With You 

 

 

  “I AM with  you.    Look, and see.  Watch the new day beginning.  Take-in All There Is, the 

beauty: of the plants and the trees, the birds, the insects, the people around you.  Look, and see, 

and move on.  Walk along the path, and be joyful, for the new day has come, and the new life is 

with you!” 
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August 17, 2014 

 

 

Jesus Teaches On: 

Thy Will Be Done Is A Prayer Of Faith, Have Faith That God's Will For You, Is Always For The 

Best 

 

 

  “I AM with  you.   Let there be great joy in your life, for I AM with you!  And I can promise 

you this, there will be great joy in your life  if you believe  I AM with you! 

 

 “I want you to close your eyes, and envision, a small child, standing at the outer-edge of a large 

crowd, gathered for whatever reason it might be, and see the hesitation in the eyes of the child, 

because they are unsure, as to how to approach the crowd, and how to make their way through 

the crowd.  You can also see clearly, they are not sure whether they even want to move into the 

crowd at all.  But then, envision this, a strong hand reaches-down.  It can be the hand of a 

mother, or a father, or a grandmother, or a grandfather, aunt, or uncle, or older brother, or sister; 

it does not matter.  The hand reaches-down, offering support, and strength, and the child’s hand 
reaches-up, accepting the support, delighting in the strength.  And they walk into the crowd 

together.   

 

 “Strength can come for any situation.  All you have to do is to reach-up, and take the hand 

offered, and walk into the new day. 

 

 “If you feel in your times of prayer, or meditation, that you are being asked to do something 

contrary to ‘the ways of the world,’ sit quietly with this direction... ask for clarity... about the 
first step.  Then, with faith, reach-out your hand, and be prepared, because the strength will come 

from the unseen hand that is within you, and you will walk, with confidence, accepting the 

mission you have been given! 

 

 “Have faith, because in faith, you do receive confidence.  It is not important for you to know 
why, or where, or when, having to do with every step along The Way.  The only thing that is 

important for you to do, is to say, ‘I accept!  I believe!’ 
 

 “For those who have faith, miracles happen every day, and they see them.  I remember clearly, 
one particular gentleman, who came to me, at a time of crisis, when his daughter was dying.  He 

had walked a long way, and he said, ‘Will you heal my daughter?  I know you can heal my 
daughter.  Will you heal my daughter?’  And I told him, ‘Go, because of your faith, your 

daughter is healed.’  How many more, stood in the throngs of people, hearing what I said, could 
have been healed?  But there was the temptation to ‘doubt,’ there was the temptation to ‘judge,’ 
to question what powers I was using to cure the sick, to heal the lame.  But this one father rose-

up, and walked, and found Me, and his life was never the same.  His faith not only brought a cure 

to his daughter, but he too was healed, and made whole, that day. 

 

 “I ask you to have the faith to step into this new day, knowing the will of God, whatever it might 

be for you, is for your good; so, walk with confidence. 
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 “You are standing at the outer-edge of a crowd.  Let the crowd represent the new day.  Look, 

and see, My hand.  I AM reaching for you.  Reach-up, reach-out, reach-inward, and let us walk, 

parting the crowd, making our Way, into The New Day!” 
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August 10, 2014 

 

Jesus Teaches On: 

Come All Ye Wounded, Ye Sick, Ye Tired, Ye Doubtful, And Receive The Kiss Of God, And 

Hear “There, It Is All Better” 

 

 

  “I AM with  you... .    Open your heart... to Me... as you would throw-open the door of your 

home: to a friend you have not seen in a long time; to a family member who has been gone on a 

journey.  Throw open the door, and hear Me; for I can speak to you about the toils of Earth, for I 

did walk there, for I did experience an earthly birth, and life, and song, and dance.  I wept for 

Lazarus, and I sang at weddings, and I sat with those who were looked-down upon, more then I 

did the affluent, or those in high places.  I did the will of God, no matter what the consequence, 

in the world of man.  I did so, so that the shades would be ripped-down from the windows, so 

that the locks would be pulled-off of the doors, so that the hearts of all human beings would be 

opened, and the light of their soul, and their spirit, restored!   

 

 “I lived in the light, of Our Eternal Parent, and no matter what My experience of the day might 
have been, all through the day, and at its end, I felt the kiss of God, repairing, and healing, every 

wound, reminding Me of His presence.  And I heard the words, ‘There, it is all better.  Rise-up, 

there is more to do.”   
 

 “I reach through the corridors of all time, to speak to each of you, to remind you.  There is no 
wound, which cannot be cleansed.  There is no sickness, which cannot be healed.  There is no 

greedy heart which cannot be made generous.  There is no doubt, which cannot be replaced, with 

faith.  There is no longing, and lack, which cannot be replaced by abundance.  These things, 

these ‘snares of the world of man,’ are not... what is eternal... are not the things of importance. 
 

 “Today, open your ears so that you might hear, so that you might come to know the voice of 
God, whispering within you.  For those of you who are wounded or hurt, I ask you... to close 

your eyes, and see this, see this example, or remember... living, the example.  Envision a child, 

running on a playground.  Envision the child falling, and scraping their knees and their hands, 

bumping their head.  And then see a parent, or a teacher, running to that child, picking them up, 

setting them in their lap, whispering to them, ‘There, it will be better.”  And see the parent lean 
down, and kiss the wound.   

 

 “This is what Our Heavenly Parent can do for each one, of the children upon Earth!  It is 

something that the human being plays-out frequently every day, but misses the grand point of the 

exercise.  If this is what can be done at a lower level, imagine The Eternal Parent, scooping every 

wounded being up, kissing the wound, and whispering, ‘There, it is all better!’ 
 

 “For those of you who are weary of the race, who have been rejected, or slapped upon the face, 
who have been pushed-down, while others moved past, I want you to rise-up, and remember, that 

‘the last, will be the first.’  The greatest nobility... is in the falling-down... and the rising-up!  It is 

when the hand of God reaches-out, and it is all you can see, from behind two eyes filled with 
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tears.  But, there it is.  And no matter, what the tripping-stone might have been, you rise-up, and 

begin again;  nobility in action; the kiss; and the promise fulfilled, ‘There, it is all better!’ 
 

 “I want you to close your eyes again and see this example.  A race, a foot race, around and 
around the track, the end in sight, runners, some lagging behind, some to the front, when all of a 

sudden, one falls, trips.  Some run along, keep going, and the wounded runner, with his eyes on 

the goal, drags himself over the finish line.  And all who are watching hold their breath, realizing 

what they have seen.  And they are each one better, for the struggle of one, making it over the 

line, on their hands, and on their knees. 

 

 “And you cannot leave this picture, without moving quickly to another, another example of the 
spirit, held within the body of the human being, because it is eternal, it drives us on to do acts, to 

do deeds, of great nobility.  So let us return to the track, and the foot race, and the fall.  And let 

us change the ending scenario... to see that there are two runners, who could surely ‘place,’ in the 
race, who stop, bend-down, speak to the one fallen, and then lift-them-up, all three hobbling to 

the finish line, together.  And this scenario, as well, is greeted in total silence, before the great 

applause and the cheers erupt from the stands, because each one witnessing realize... that they 

have seen the great nobility in the heart of man!  And it was no accident, you see, this nobility is 

written upon your heart, by the hand of God, The Eternal Parent of each one who does trod upon 

the dirt, the soil, of Earth! 

 

 “So come ye wounded, come ye sick, come ye tired, come ye doubtful, and receive... the kiss of 
God... and hear the words... ‘There, it is all better’!” 
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August 3, 2014 

 

Jesus Teaches On: 

Open To The Unseen, Create The Habit, Of Taking Care Of  Your  Eternal  Spirit First  And 

Foremost,  Live Your Eternal Life, Today, In Joy, Happiness, and Peace 

 

 

  “I AM with  you... .    Feel My presence with you.  And for those of you who are willing to 
enhance your journey upon the Earth, I say, ‘Step into the place where you might see the unseen, 
and be willing to open your ears and your heart,  and you will hear the voices of eternity: 

speaking to you, guiding you, leading you, showing you The Way, making your travels upon the 

Earth, amazing in every way, the greatest adventure, one drawn-up, and planned, especially for 

you to work with the gifts you have been given, so that you might use your talents, and find your 

way, walking along, creating the perfect day wherever you go, resting at night, and rising-up to 

continue the great adventure, until it is done!’   
 

 “If you are hearing these words, or reading these words, it is ‘a sign,’ that you are willing to 
open, and hear.  It is a sign that you have come to a place, where you are open, and ready to 

embrace, that which you cannot see, with the human eye; and for those of you willing to do this, 

you see, and you hear, and you know, with clarity.  And this alone, brings you a sense of peace. 

 

 “Habits are something that you develop as you grow, as you mature, as your body reaches the 
age of sixty, or seventy, or ninety, or a hundred.  And it is interesting that ‘the habits of your 

youth,’ often follow you into old age, perfected to a degree.  But today, I want to encourage you  
to work on establishing  spiritual habits! 

 

 “Now, some of you might have established a pattern, or set a habit, that you go to the gym, 
every morning you get-up, you work-out, you exercise.  Some of you, possibly because of 

direction from a physician, or just reading, and the ideas, gathered from your reading, that taking 

certain pills with either enhance your life, or prolong your life.  And you take this pill, or pills, 

every day, to ensure that you life is good, as good it can be.  Sometimes you take a pill, because 

you have allergies.  Sometimes you take a pill, because your heart is slow to function as it 

should.  Sometimes you take a pill to help you move better.  But for those who find, after taking 

these pills for a while, that their body is functioning better, they establish a habit, and take the 

pill every day.  For those who find that working-out, and strengthening the muscle tone of the 

body, makes your life easier, and more comfortable, you set a pattern, you establish a habit, of 

doing it every day.   

 

 “Now, if you can be so industrious, about maintaining a body that is ‘temporary,’ how much 
effort, and energy, will you be willing to put forth, working on your eternal spirit?  Once you get 

that eternal spirit pumping, and going, and moving, and thriving, your human body will follow. 

You won’t need the pill, because you will be working from within your spirit.  And you cannot 
have a healthy spirit, without being at peace.  And when you are at peace, you come to know joy, 

true joy, true happiness, and there is contentment, and comfort. 
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 “Those of you who have been following the words I have been whispering on Sunday mornings, 
will remember that, for some time now, we have been talking about ‘Joy.’  For goodness sake, 
the entire month of June was dedicated to joy, and how to create this sense of joy, through your 

intention to do so.  And for those of you who were willing to join-in the experiment, there 

probably is not one amongst you who gave it a good effort, who did not experience a month of 

joy.  The same with July, June was so joyful, there were many amongst you who decided to carry 

it into, and through, July, working on it, establishing this pattern, this habit, of waking-up every 

day to focus on joy, the joy of life, no matter what life brought you, to enjoy the challenge, and 

the opportunity, to scurry over obstacles, to move the impediments, and sail on your way, an 

adventure every day. 

 

 “It is not a very far stretch to compare, if you will, ‘taking a pill every day,’ to ‘setting your 
intention every day.’  Now, with the pill, sometimes people still get caught-up in the work they 

have to do, the business of the day, they forget the pill, and by nighttime they are thinking, ‘Oh, 
my goodness, I forgot my pill.’  And their comfort was less that day... maybe.  It is the same 
thing in working to establish a pattern, or a habit of conceiving, or creating, a joyful day.  You 

come to the end of the day, and you say, ‘Oh, I forgot.  I forgot my intentions, regarding joy, and 
happiness.’  Still, this does not prohibit you from starting again the next day, or starting at that 
moment, and it is the same with the pill. 

 

 “You see, habits are just that, they are patterns that you get used to, ways of living to which you 

have adapted,  practices you have adopted.  And if these practices, and habits, are enhancing 

your life, fulfilling your spirit, then you are happy, and you are joyful, and you are content.  But 

if the habits tend to lead you into sorrow, or sadness, or perhaps even depression, then it is time 

to change the habits!  And you can change habits! Those of you who worked the experiment of 

joy for June, and July, saw this.  You were surprised by it, surprised to find that ‘Wow,” every 
day has been joyful.’  Of course it was joyful, because you were focusing your attention on joy!  
You were doing the inner-work, forgiving things of the past.  And in forgiving  things of the 

past, the joy built, and built, and you were experiencing happiness.  But rather than let this be 

something  you practiced for a month or two, why not create a habit, a pattern of behavior, in 

which you incorporate this effort, and energy focused toward happiness, toward forgiveness, 

toward joy, toward peace. 

 

 “If you are willing to do certain things to maintain a healthy physical body, that will surely one 
day pass away, consider doing the same for your spiritual body.   

 

 “Let these words rest with you.  Hear what I AM saying to you.  It is a plea to lead you into joy, 

and happiness, because that is what your life upon the Earth is meant to be.  And if you have 

been drug through some mud-puddles, then it is time to wash the mud from your body, cleanse 

the corridors, and hallways, of your soul, and spirit, and awaken in a light that is true, and 

eternal.  Place your focus on what is permanent.  Hear My words! 

 

 “There is a story, I told many times, and I AM aware it is written down in Scripture, about those 
who are willing to hear My words, because I spoke to so many.  I very rarely spoke from 

temples, or synagogues.  I was leading the people out into the countryside, to breathe the fresh 

air, to see what God, Our Eternal Parent, created, just for those who would journey to Earth.  I 
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walked the countryside.  I sailed the seas.  I spoke to thousands.  Some heard My words.  Some 

listened.   

 

 “For those who heard My words, they were as the man who built his house upon a rock.  And 
when the storms came, and the turbulence came, the house stood, because the foundation was of 

rock, strong.  Those who listened to My words, and let them fall from them, were more like the 

man who foolishly decided to build his house, at the edge of the ocean, on the sand.  And no 

matter which way the turbulence came, from sea, or land, the sand was eroded from beneath the 

home, and the foundation cracked, and he felt alone. 

 

 “The signs are all around you.  You will find messengers all around you to show you The Way.  
If you develop the habit of tending to your spirit, first, your life will be sweet, exhibiting this 

precious, sacred energy, that you are creating, by habit.   

 

 “Listen to the song of the Earth.  Feel the rhythm of the Earth beneath your feet.  Be swayed by 
the symphony of The Wind, and the birds, and the sound of the trees, as the leaves rustle in the 

breeze.   

 

 “This day, walk a different way.  Open your heart.  Breathe-in the air of Earth.  Be One with All 

That Is.  Do not live half a life, in a temporary way.  Live eternal life completely, today!” 
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July 27, 2014 

 

Jesus Teaches On: 

Live In The Light Of God And Be Filled With Joy And Happiness 

 

 

  “I AM with  you... .    I AM with you to remind you, of the things necessary, to live a truly 
amazing life, filled with joy, and happiness!   

 

 “Do not confuse joy... and happiness... with the transitory emotions, or feelings, you experience 

when you receive a gift, something you have wanted for a long time, or a surprise visit from 

someone who have wished to see for a long time.  These are emotions, and you do experience a 

glimmer of joy, and happiness; but soon, you see, after the newness of the gift wears-off, or 

something else comes into your life, replacing that temporary situation, the joy might fade, or 

change to maybe disappointment, or frustration about something else that is happening around 

you.  It is a passing parade of things that come in and out of your life: one day it is a gift; the 

next day it is a flat tire; one day it is a friend you have longed to see; the next day it is someone 

speaking about thee, in an unkind way.  It is a procession of situations, and occurrences.  It is a 

continuation of happenings.  Therefore, you might feel joy at one moment, and frustration at 

another, unless, you position yourself, directly, in the light of God!   

 

 “For those who can remain within the light of God, there is only joy, there is only happiness, 

there is an amazing life! And all that is going on around you, falls in the category of: an 

occurrence, something happening, one more thing to observe.  But if you are watching these 

occurrences, these happenings, if you are observing what is going on around you, from within 

the light of God, your perspective changes.  You see it; you know it; but it has no effect on your 

joy, and happiness, because the source of your joy, and happiness, is the light, and the love, 

flowing from God, your Creator, through you, constantly. Every thing around you could fall 

apart, and flow away, and it would not alter the joy you feel that particular day, because the joy... 

is held within the light... with you!  This is true joy, and true happiness.   

 

 “Joy and happiness are the gateway; they form a grand, fantastic, arc; and you can walk through 
that arc, and see life... in a different way... amazing!  You will never look at another tree the 

same way, you will see it... in the amazing light of God! 

 

 “Now, if you are not feeling joyful, or happy, from within; if you are not looking at flowers, and 
trees, and rocks, and rivers, and valleys, and mountains, touched with the light of God; then all 

you need to do is adjust your position, so that you are fully in the light of God, and then your 

perspective is that of God!   

 

 “Look at creation, and see... the beauty... that is there.  See the hand of God.  Before long, when 
you look at a flower, it would not be far from your imagination to see the hand of God plant the 

flower; to see the hand of God sew the seed, of an amazing field of wheat, or grain; to see the 

hand of God plant a tree; or, set the course of a river, just to please... thee.   
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 “For those who are willing to believe... that their joy, and happiness, is held in the light of God... 

there is most amazing life, a life that you cannot even imagine, until you are standing in that 

light. 

 

 “Take yourself to the light.  Use the measuring stick, ‘of joy, and happiness,’ to make sure you 
have positioned yourself in just the right place.  And then, no matter what is happening around 

you, it cannot rob you of your joy or happiness; because you are where you are supposed to be, 

sitting in the lap of God, with all eternity, flowing around thee; the perfect place to be, for a child 

of God. 

 

 “Stand in the light!  Accept the joy, and happiness, which will come to you, because of your 
position.  And then, open your eyes... and see... the amazing life... set before thee... lit by the 

light of God.  Go-out into the world, and see, as you have never seen before!” 
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July 20, 2014 

 

Jesus Teaches On: 

Got Faith, Joy, Happiness, Freedom? That Which You Believe, You Are Destined To Live 

 

 

  “I AM with  you!  I clap My hands; and then, I lift-them-up.  What joy there is in understanding 

that the cup, God has given to you, will never run dry!  For those who believe in God, and the 

goodness of God, and the love of God, there is joy, and happiness, there is freedom!   

 

 “Do not be afraid of anything, for the one who fears, or worries, or hangs their head in woe, 
there is disconnection, and separation, from the full understanding of the glory of God.     

  

 “You see this lesson played-out in the faces of children.  For the child, playing outside with 

other children, who really knows their parent loves them, who really believes their parents will 

care for them, who really trusts that they will be fed, and nourished, and given all they need, 

there is happiness, and joy, there is sharing, there is compassion, and understanding, streaming 

from that child, no matter how young they are, because that is what they ‘know.’  But for the 
child who experiences a lack of love: there is doubt, and fear, and worry, and concern, that there 

might not be enough food for them to eat that night, that there might not be enough warmth in 

the house that night, that their parents might be too tired to love them, or perhaps, be locked in 

battle, and fight.   

 

 “Now, if you can see, and understand, the plight of this child, and then, see, and understand, the 

joy, and the glory, in the other, can you not understand that your Eternal Parent is good, and 

loving, and giving, and there is nothing you will lack?  And, if you take it another step further, 

what you are saying in your fear, and worry, and doubt, and misery, and woe, is that you are not 

sure about God, about God’s love, coming to you, about your cup, being full.  What you are 
saying, in this misery, is that you doubt God loves you. 

 

 “Possibly you have never thought of it this way, but think of it this way today.  Think of the 
example of the joyful child, and the child caught-up in doubt, and worry.  Where are you on that 

playground of Earth?  Are you trusting in God, your Eternal Parent, or doubting in God, your 

Parent?   

 

 “You see  that is how you tell the children of God,  the ones who know what they are doing; 
they are happy, and joyful, and singing!  Why not?  They have already been told they will have 

all they need; so, that worry, and concern, that burden of doubt, is not there! 

 

 “If, today, you determine, that you are the child caught-up in worry, and concern, be still, invite 

Me to sit with you, and together we will work through those burdens, until you have set them 

aside, and you can rise-up, and ride The Breath of The Holy Spirit of God, leading you into a 

new day, believing, as you are supposed to believe, not hoping that it might be true, but 

‘believing, it is true.’   
 

 “Remember, that which you believe you are destined to live!” 
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July 13, 2014 

 

Jesus Teaches On: 

Take Some Time To Find Peace, As Joy And Happiness Are Borne  Within Peace 

 

 

  “I AM with  you!  I AM with you, as surely as the sun rules the day and the moon rules the 
night, I AM with you!  Communication – between the dimensions – in its simplest form – is 

prayer!  Communication between the dimensions, in another form, – is speaking, and listening, 

and hearing messages – that flow through you, from within your being!  Communication 

between the dimensions is penultimate when – ‘The Gift of Knowing,’ is in place; – and in some 

glorious Way, you ‘know,’ what to do, or say!   
 

 “Communication between the dimensions requires ‘Faith.’  And when you have such faith, you 
are complete, and whole.  You are living with confidence that you ‘know,’ who you are, and 
from whence you came.  When you are settled within this Divine Knowing, you must be 

acquainted with joy, because, when you are settled within this knowing, you are at peace; it may 

be you difficult to describe to others; but still you are at peace, at the core of your being; and, 

anxiety, and fear, and worry, and doubt, fall from you; because you ‘know,’ who you are, and 
what it really is all about!     

 

 “Celebrate every time you see a person in joy, living in happiness, no matter what the situation 
is around them; because there is one: who knows God at the core of their being; who knows God 

is at the core of their being; who is at peace, at the core of their being. 

 

 “So many people upon the Earth spend their days, and nights too: trying to control a mess, 
which they never will control; trying to gather-up things, and hold them in place, hold onto what 

they have amassed in the material world, keep it all together so it is theirs; hang-in-there.  Just 

saying these words can make you a bit tired, because it is exhausting to try to do, when all you 

really need to do... is to let go... release... and rise above these thing... knowing, what will be, 

will be.  It is all in how you handle it, you see. 

 

 “There is very little joy, in trying to control a mass of negative energy.  It is work.  It is tiring.  It 
is chaotic, and most of the time confusing.  But if you will sit down, at the start of each day, 

close your eyes, and begin to pray, you will feel the presence of God with you!  And at this 

time... say, ‘Show me The Way today.’ then... watch for the signs... they will be all around you!  
And you will move through the day, in curious delight, and walk into the sweetness of the night, 

satisfied that you have done your best, and joy and happiness will be yours! 

 

 “To know joy and happiness, requires that: you be at peace, you be calm!  It requires that you 

‘know,’ who you are, and what you are doing!   
 

 “This week, take some time to find peace!  And within that peace, you will create joy, and 
happiness, true joy, true happiness!  Be at peace!” 
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July 6, 2014 

 

Jesus Teaches On: 

How To Live Your Life In A Joyful State: Live Within The Light Of God 

 

 

  “I AM with  you!  I AM near to you.  I whisper to you and you hear Me.  I will guide you, so 
that you might travel safely, wherever it is you are to go, while you are walking upon the Earth; 

for this is a great adventure, a journey of a lifetime, and it is yours!  Do not squander this time.  

Live your life this time as if you are writing a play, a book, a poem, which you will be happy, 

and delighted, to read to God, when you get Home.  You can create your day, however you wish 

it to go.  Create it, with a hand of beauty!     

 

 “For some of you, there has come a bit of wisdom, in the last few weeks, if you have tried to 
live in ‘a state of joy,’ for even an hour, or a day, or a week.  For those of  you who have tried it 

for a month, you have come to ‘know, something,’ you did not know before it began, this time of 
joy,  you have learned  that living in a state of joy  is up to you!   

 

 “Staying in the flow of God’s light, remaining connected to God, is the only way to maintain a 

state of joy.  This is the only way to keep negative energy at bay.  I encourage you to continue 

this close connection with Heaven, The Dimension of Perfection, because perfection is what you 

are seeking.  How do you bring all that Heaven has to offer, onto the Earth, any other way?  You 

must stay connected with God.  And in that light, when you are within the light of God, all you 

see is the light. The sign is, if you are seeing shadows or darkness, or feeling shadows or 

darkness, you must get back to the center of God’s light.  You have veered off-path somewhere. 

 

 “One of the easiest ways to veer off-path, to walk out of the center of God’s light, and love, is to 
become involved in ‘what other people are saying, or doing.’  Sometimes, you hear another 

person say, ‘I want to help you.  Tell me what is going on with you, so I can help.’  This is a 
desire to help that will often lead to meddling in other people’s affairs, getting caught in the 
sticky residue of their energy.  You do not have to know what is going on with another person to 

assist them, or help them, greatly, as God will move you to do exactly what is necessary.  The 

desire to get caught-up in their affairs is the trickery of the shadows.  Resist it.  What another 

person is thinking, saying, or doing, cannot be your business.  And it especially cannot be your 

business, if you are attempting to maintain a joyful life. 

 

 “I say to you today, if you have been amongst those who have tried to live in this ‘joyful state,’ 
try it again.  Do not work the experiment, and then return to the way you have been living.  This 

is a way to live your life forever, and it is also a way to stay in the light of God, because who 

would want to go outside of the light, to experience frustration, and worry, and anxiety, when 

you can live in peace, and joy, within the light of God? 

 

 “Do not be ‘tempted,’ by the questions that come to you, seeming to be asking you to do good, 

by saying that you cannot maintain this position, in the light of God, when so many people 

around you need help.  Do you think that The Eternal Parent, of every person upon the Earth, 

does not know their needs, does not know their lack?  God knows what each child needs.  And if 
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you are within the light of God, and the love of God, God will guide you to the one you are to 

assist, or help.  And more than that, God will tell you exactly what to do that will really be of 

help. 

 

 “Now, if you come upon a crying child, you might say, ‘Oh, will you stop crying, if I give you a 
chocolate ice cream cone?’  And the child will stop crying, and take the ice cream cone.  But this 
might not be what the child really needs.  The child might be crying, because they feel alone, or 

because they feel lost, or because they have fallen down, and hurt their knee.  But God knows 

what that child needs, and it might be better to come upon the crying child, pick them up, and set 

them in your lap, and say, ‘God loves you, today, and every day!’ 
 

 “You see, what you think another person needs might not be what they need at all.  Stay within 
the light of God,  and you will have God’s guarantee  that you will be led to do exactly the right 
thing, at the right time, in the right place,  because the hand of God will shepherd you, and move 

you, and the words of God, flowing into you, and through you, will stir another to open to the 

light, flowing through you, to them.  And you will bless them, in this Way. 

 

 “I encourage those of you, any of you, who are interested in ‘the experiment of joy,’ to rise-up. 

Do not put it away like a broken toy, or one that you have already used enough. Continue!  Set 

your intention to live a joyful life; and the only way to do this, is to live your life, within the light 

of God!” 
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June 29, 2014 

 

Jesus Teaches On: 

Live In Joy Upon The Earth, Just As God Intended 

 

 

  “I AM with  you!  I AM with you in such a way, that you can hear Me, every day!  Do not 
continue to believe – that your communication with Me – should be reserved for special 

occasions, just communicate with Me!  Soon, during our times together, you will come to see, 

and know, that every minute of your lifetime upon the Earth – should be designated as the 

special occasion – it truly is!  And as we grow closer, and the moments of communication 

between us become an every day occurrence, you will begin to understand The Way, and how to 

‘live, in joy,’ because you will be filled with the wisdom of Heaven, while you walk upon the 

Earth.    

 

 “I want you to take this particular wisdom into the new week...  You cannot live in a state of joy, 
while you hold the perception, that ‘other people,’ are the source of your misery, unhappiness, or 
misfortune.  The time has come to take a long look at your list of grievances, using ‘the light of 
God’s love;’ for, when you are using the light of God’s love to see with clarity: all things are 
illuminated; all shadows and darkness evaporate; all things are changed in the light of God; and, 

so are you!   

 

 “Being willing to use the light of God’s love – to seek the truth in any given situation, no matter 

how difficult it might be, requires faith, and trust!  But once you are willing... and faith and trust 

are renewed, and restored, within you... the light of God will flow through you, onto the 

designated situation, and: you will see, that which was unseen, before; you will understand that 

which you could not understand before; and you will be able to forgive, that which you could not 

forgive, before.  You will be able to do these things, because the light of God will have filled you 

with the love of God, changing your perspective in such a way, that you can see, with the eyes of 

God; understand with the heart of God;  and forgive, with the love of God. 

 

 “The gift, for those willing to take such a step, is that you are changed, in a most miraculous 
way!  And at that moment, you will know, that the possibility of change was with you all the 

time.  You will come to know that, first, and foremost, you had to change to make the difference.  

You had to change to ‘alter, your perspective.’  And once you were willing to do this, you were 
brought closer to God!  You cannot invite the light of God to flow through you, and remain 

unchanged by the light.  You cannot invite the love of God to flow through you, and remain 

unchanged by the love.  Held in the light and love of God, all things are changed, including you! 

 

 “When you encounter a difficult situation, do not dig your heels into the ground to hold your 
position; rather, lift-up-your-heart to God, and release the position you are holding so strongly.  

Lose your perspective in the light and the love of God, and all things will be, as they are meant to 

be.  They cannot be any other way, when they are held in the light. 
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 “You must surrender, to experience freedom!  And within the freedom, of the light of God’s 
love, you will come to know, complete, and total joy; just as it was intended to be, and you will 

live, just as it was meant for you to live, upon the Earth!    

 

 “Live, child of God, in joy, all the days you are upon the Earth!  Heaven is your destiny, not 

tomorrow, but today!  Heaven, is just a perspective away!  Joy, is just a perspective away.  Live 

in Heaven, and in joy, today!” 
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June 22, 2014 

 

Jesus Teaches On: 

Once All Things Are Forgiven, You Are Free To Know Joy 

 

 

  “I AM with  you!  I AM always, with you!   
 

 “You live, right now, in a material world; yet the ‘unseen,’ lives, in glory... all around you... 
 

 “Joy – who amongst you would not want to be in a state of joy, experiencing joy, every day of 

your life, singing a song of joy, dancing with joy, celebrating with joy?  Even saying the word, 

brings a smile to your lips – joy!   

 

 “But I tell you this, you cannot know joy, as you are meant to, until you free yourself of the 

burdens, of the things you carry within you which are unforgiven. And this is right down to the 

smallest ‘slight,’ that you still hold within you; because all of these small, little ‘unforgiven 
things,’ can pop-up, from time to time, at a moments notice; there might be something that 

triggers the return, but they are there.  As long as you carry unforgiven things within you, you 

will also know: sadness, and sorrow, and regret, frustration.  These are just a few of the things... 

that like to travel around... with unforgiveness.  But, once you are free of this burden, once you 

‘set it down,’ once you decide that you are going to forgive all things, you begin to feel lighter, 
and this lightness extends to your voice; you want to sing; you want to dance;  you want to share 

this joy, with any who will hear your song.  Once you experience... this step... you will not want 

to go back, you will want to keep, all things that you experience as lessons, not burdens.   

 

 “Think upon this...  If you have forgiven all things... you are free of holding a grudge.  Why 

would you  hold a grudge if there is nothing to be upset about?  That is a sign.  Little things that 

pop into your head about this one, or that one, or the other one, these are signs, that you need to 

go there immediately, and forgive!  You are given the signs every day, and these signs will assist 

you, all along The Way, as you ‘travel, the path of forgiveness.’  Oh, it is a journey worth taking!  
And at the end of that path is a door, a beautiful door, and written upon the door is the word 

‘Joy!’ 
 

 “Once all things are forgiven... you are free... to know joy! 
 

 “It is a blessing.  It is sweet and tender.  And experiencing joy requires that you free yourself of 
the burden.  Free yourself of all things unforgiven today; so come the night, you might truly say, 

‘Today, I have lived in joy!’ ” 
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June 15, 2014 

 

Jesus Teaches On: 

Find Peace, And  You  Will Come To Know Joy 

 

 

  “I AM with  you!    The breeze of this new day, moves gently around you; and so do I; for, I 

can come to you, and be with you in a more intimate way than ever before.  I speak to you from 

within; and you answer, without speaking; you feel My presence, and you know I AM with you.  

This is faith.  This is knowing.  This is how you live your life beyond the boundaries of Earth, 

embracing All That Is, being familiar with that which is seen, and that which is unseen.  And 

today, I wish to speak to you briefly, about a joyful life. 

 

 “It is good to embrace joy: while you are living upon the Earth, while you are young enough to 

dance and sing, while you are bold enough to be confident in the strength that is yours.  And all 

these things, spring forth, from a joyful heart! 

 

 “There is not one of you, hearing these words, or reading these words, who would not be 

content, with the companion, Joy; for it lights your days, and fills your nights with comfort.  But 

for some, this joyful state seems evasive, and illusive, and so the question becomes, ‘How do I 
know joy, how can it be mine?’  And I will tell you quickly, and concisely: take yourself where 
joy resides, where joy abides, where joy flourishes, and is abundant, where joy illuminates the 

cloudy day, and brings sunshine, all along The Way.   

 

 “Joy abides in: peace; a place that is calm, and tranquil; a place where there is an absence of 

chaos, and confusion; a place that is in balance, and harmony, with All That Is.  In other words,  

‘joy lives,’  in ‘the state  of light.’  Therefore, work with the energies of light, work with the gifts 

of light: be forgiving, and generous, and kind; be open to all who wish to speak; be loving to all 

who come near.  These are the places you find joy! 

 

 “You do not find joy in hatred, and anger, and animosity.  You certainly do not find joy in war.  

You do not find joy in doubt and confusion and chaos.  These things are not joyful, they are of 

shadow, and darkness.  You do not find joy in greed and envy.  These things bring you down.  

There is no joy in grieving and sorrow and sadness.  So if you know things, as you acknowledge 

you know these things, by the shake of your head, the nod of your head, or the acknowledgement 

from within, then push them from you; that is The Way to begin! 

 

 “And for those of you who will acknowledge, that there is anger or unforgiveness, on your heart, 

resolve the matter!  In other words, if you are carrying these burdens that weigh you down to the 

point that you cannot have joy, then it is incumbent upon you to rid yourself of these burdens!  

Go to The Source, and resolve the issue.  This is the only way you will know joy.  And do not 

confuse joy with excitement, or celebration, or great partying, because the excitement for a new 

car, or a new dress, or a new toy wears away.  And before the light of another day, you are weary 

of the new car, or the dress, or the toy, looking for something else, with which to play.  But when 

you have a joyful heart, you are at peace!  It does not matter if you are sitting under a tree in a 
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meadow, or on a hilltop.  It does not matter whether you are at the edge of a desert, or sitting at 

the shore.  You see, if you have a joyful heart, this cannot be taken from you. 

 

 “My prayer for you  is that you accomplish all you need to accomplish,  so your heart is filled 
with joy,  and you begin to live upon the Earth,  as you are meant to live: with a joyful heart, 

beating in your chest; looking around at creation, with a different perspective; and being thankful 

that you are seeing... and knowing... and loving... and at peace... with All That Is!   

 

 “This day, find peace, and you will come to know joy!” 
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June 8, 2014 

 

Jesus Teaches On: 

I Delivered The Messages Of God, Who Heard Me? 

 

 

  “I AM with  you!     
 

 “I AM with you, in The Way of Spirit, which transcends the body, and is a closer relationship 
than you have, with those around you in physical form; for who around you, can: hear your 

thoughts; read your heart; know, what is before you; know, what is down the road; who around 

you, really, knows you, as I know you?   

 

 “I AM with you! 
 

 “If you are hearing these words, or reading these words, you are living. upon the Earth.  And if 
you are living upon the Earth, unless you are a very young age, you have come through times 

that were challenging, that seemed a trial that would never be over.  If you look backwards, to 

where you have been, what you have endured, then you must say, ‘No matter what the 
circumstance was, I came through it.’   
 

 “If you will open  to the love of God  and reconnect with Home, your Eternal Home, then, – 

your perspective is going to change, dramatically; and you will see, that staying connected with 

Home, guarantees you come through every circumstance, and situation, in a different way: there 

is no wailing, or gnashing of teeth, or crying, or spending hours thinking you are ‘the victim.’  
There is only seeing it, and doing what is necessary to get through it, being guided by the light of 

God, taking your confidence and strength, from the presence of God.  This is how I lived upon 

the Earth... I stayed connected... and no matter what circumstance or situation presented itself, on 

a particular day, I was so connected that I knew, ‘God would handle it.’  All that was required of 
Me, was to: go where I was told to go; say, what I was told to say; and do, what I was told to do.  

It is called ‘surrender, to the will of God.’  And there is a great battle, raging upon the Earth  to 
try to convince people  to do the opposite: to give what they are given; to be interested in what is 

best for them; to take care of themselves, and let the other man, fall to the ways of the world.  

‘Surrender to the will of God,’ is not on the lips, of but a few.  But that is what you need to do, to 
make your life upon the Earth an experience, an adventure, a journey, of great interest. 

 

 “Now, you are upon the Earth to deliver as much of The Kingdom of God, The Kingdom of 
Heaven, to Earth, as possible; so it can be restored, and restored with great glory!  And how are 

you to do that?  You cannot do this, by just fitting into ‘the ways of the world,’ carrying along a 
status quo that has been established, that is very low.  You do it by rising above! 

 

 “I delivered the words, but if you take a look around at the world today...  Who heard Me, with 

their heart?  Who is giving more, than they are asked to give?  You are thinking – but can you 

come up with a name, a name of someone, who, when asked for something, gave what they were  

asked for, and gave more?  And that ‘more,’ you are to give: is ‘loving the person;’ giving, with 
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a joyful heart; being happy, to give it.  The more you give, the more you receive, because you are 

rich,  in ‘the wealth of Heaven.’ 
 

 “Who heard My words?  Who heard My words, with their heart, when I said, ‘If someone 
strikes your cheek, give them the other?’  I said, ‘Turn the other cheek,’ and it was a message 
from God, but looking at the ways of the world today, who heard Me?  Who do you know who 

does this?  You are thinking.  Can you come up with just one name?   

 

 “I delivered the message from God, a message, of love, that would change the way of the world, 
if only a few heard My words, with their heart.  But who heard Me?  I spoke at length about 

‘loving your enemy, loving those who hate you, and defile you, and spit upon you.’  And I 
showed, how to do it.  But if you look at the world today, who heard Me?  Who listened, with 

their heart?  You are thinking, searching for a name.  Can you name one, who is willing to love 

in the face of hatred and anger? 

 

 “I gave you, in these messages, the secret to eternal wealth, and abundance.  You cannot 
stockpile the coins, and the riches, of the world, and expect to take them Home with you to 

Heaven. In fact, you cannot stockpile them, and believe, that they will stay, intact; for the ways 

of the world change.  But if you are willing to follow – the words that God sent – every time you 

give when you are asked, there is more abundance, flowing into your coffer.  Every time you 

turn the other cheek, there is more abundance, flowing into your coffer.  Every time you love in 

the face of hatred and anger, there is abundance, flowing into your coffer.  These things – you 

can take Home, – and the energy of these things stays upon the Earth.  When you do these things 

– you create an energy, you give birth to a piece of Heaven, upon Earth, and it stays.  This is true 

abundance, this is true wealth, and it is eternal.  You can take it with you, but the ‘it’ that you can 
take with you is unseen: it is love, and generosity, and kindness.  It is placing God’s will, over, 
your own will.  It is placing God’s will, over another’s will.  If someone chooses a path, or 
chooses something to do or say, which is cruel and mean, you balance their free will choice, by 

bringing forth the love of God, through you.  You are willing to do this.  And why?  Because, 

through the corridors of all time, slipping the bonds of one particular age to another, time to 

another, you hear My words.   

 

 “Think about this today.  If you know the messages I delivered that were to change Earth, be the 

one who hears Me with your heart.  It is not impossible to do; in fact, it is very possible, even 

though I spoke them two thousand years ago, hear Me!   

 

 “Hear Me today!  Then I will be able to say, ‘I know one: who gives, with love; who turns the 

other cheek, without thinking; who loves, in the face of hatred.  I can name, one, who hears 

Me’!” 
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June 1, 2014 

 

Jesus Teaches On: 

Bring Joy To The World, A Gift From God, A Gift Of Eternal Value 

 

 

  “I AM with  you!  I bring you peace, and the wisdom of Heaven... .  My presence is with you, 
in Spirit; and you will find it amazing, that any time you speak to Me, even with a thought, I 

respond to you.  My Spirit is with you, and the miracle is  we can communicate,  there can be 

communion between us.  And as the union between us grows stronger, your faith, and 

confidence, grow as well, and you begin to enjoy life upon Earth, seeing it  as the gift  that it is!  

 

 “If you could be  anywhere you wished you could be right now,  and then, you turned around to 

see that it was perfection, just as you always imagined it to be, you would consider that ‘a 
miracle.’  Well... you are... where you have wished... and desired... to be!  You are upon the 
Earth, for a brief time.  You are experiencing Earth, as you wanted it.  You asked for it, and it 

was given to you.  Now, be still, be thankful, for the gift.   

 

 “You are upon Earth, you are experiencing life upon Earth.  What are you doing, with this time, 
you have been given? I suggest you cast from you, and reject, all temptations having to do with: 

sorrow, and sadness, and regret, with anger, frustration, chaos, confusion, fear, doubt, worry, and 

concern.  These things should not plague a child of God, who is eternal! Dance, and sing every 

morning that you rise-up.  This is your gift.  Open your mouth, and say, ‘Thank You, God, for 
this time upon the Earth!’  And then, let your intention be, to do the best you can with this time 
upon the Earth, and to do it all in celebration of the glory of God, your Eternal Father, your 

Parent, who gave you permission, and all that you would need, to experience Earth, as you 

wished to experience Earth. 

 

 “Do not fall into the trap  of collecting worldly objects,  things of value, focusing your attention 

on storing-up goods, clothing, paintings, jewelry, money; for these things are not real, their value 

changes, sometimes from day to day, but most assuredly, from year and decade to year and 

decade; they are ‘of no eternal value, at all.’  And for many, once they have these things, then, 
they spend the rest of their time worrying about how to keep these things, locking them away, 

hiring guards to watch over them,  unable to sleep, falling to the temptation of fearing they will 

lose what they consider to be everything of value, when all these worldly objects are nothing of 

real value. 

 

 “Look at what you have.  Look at what is around you.  Celebrate what you have.  Celebrate 
what is around you: the song of the bird; the sound of the breeze; the laughter of children; the 

love of those people you have attracted to yourself; the love of those people who are your family, 

friends, co-workers.   

 

 “Do not walk around wearing the mantle of sadness, or sorrow, for whatever your situation 
might be.  Do not walk around wearing the cloak of depression, feeling you are a victim of 

disease, or thoughtless people.   
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 “Take every situation, no matter what it might be, and turn it into the opportunity, for all to see 
you, using what you have, for the glory of God.  Do not dismiss these words as simplistic.  Do 

not dismiss these words as impossible to do, forwhat I AM sharing with you, this day, will lead 

you into: a joyful life, a thankful heart, a heart which appreciates the opportunity to be, exactly, 

where you asked to be.   

 

 “There is not one person, hearing these words, or reading these words, who is not where they are 
supposed to be, right now.  All things are moving, and you are moving as well.  Do not dig a 

whole, and stand in it, refusing to go this way, or that way.  Rise-up, and ride The Wind, and it 

will take you places you’ve never been, or never even thought you would be able to go.  It is all 
available to you.  Do not limit yourself. 

 

 “This is what I suggest you do... to experience joy... all your lifetime through!  Rise-up every 

morning, make your connection with God, real, living.  Reach-out, ‘Good morning, good 
morning, God!  What is it I should do today?’  And then listen, as you pray the prayer of silence, 
giving God the opportunity to say  that which He wishes you to do  every single day.  And then, 

rise-up, and do it, with joy!  

 

 “You cannot bring money into The Dimension of Perfection, it is not needed, it is not necessary; 
but you can bring the energy of generosity, and charity.  You cannot bring a closet full of 

clothing into The Dimension of Perfection, it is not needed, it is not necessary; but you can bring 

the energy of kindness, and thoughtfulness.  You cannot bring boxes of jewelry into The 

Dimension of Perfection, it is not needed, it is not necessary; but you can bring the energy of: 

creating light, and beauty; creating song, and the movement of dance; creating the tones, and 

vibrations, of peaceful co-existence with all things.  You cannot bring cars or vehicles into The 

Dimension of Perfection, it is not needed, it is not necessary; but you can ride The Wind into The 

Dimension of Perfection, and see the glory of eternity, as it is meant to be; for that which you 

need is with you always.  Do not devalue the gifts you have been given, replacing them with 

desires, and temptations, for things of little value, things that will fade away, and crumble, things 

you will surely leave behind you.  Hold fast the eternal gifts, and bring them Home... celebrating 

in song... and dance... and great joy!” 
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May 25, 2014 

 

Jesus Teaches On: 

You Choose: The Ways Of The  World, Or The Way Of The Kingdom Of God 

 

 

  “I AM with  you!      Do not be distracted, by the sounds and the fury and the chaos, and the 
rumblings of the world of man; for, if you are, you will turn your head, and you will listen, and 

you will ‘know,’ these things.  But if you focus, on what is real, The Kingdom from which you 

came, The Source of who you are, you will know truth; and you will walk in wisdom; and you 

will resist the temptations, and you will complete your mission; for that is truly, the most 

important thing you are to do upon the Earth, complete the mission, and return Home!   

 

 “As Earth was created, it was a garden of great beauty!  There were no buildings.  There were 
no bridges.  There were no dwellings.  There was nature.  It was Earth.  It was pure, and simple.  

Over the years this has changed; and the things created by humanity have overpowered the 

simplicity of Earth.  But there is something that cannot be duplicated in the creation of the things 

of the world: the buildings, the cars, the homes, the bridges.  A flower, springing forth from the 

Earth, crushed under the foot, or the wheel of progress, will spring-forth in another place.  Earth 

replenishes herself.  A flower trodden underfoot, in one area, will spring- up in another.  If you 

pay attention, no matter what happens, life, as it comes forth from Earth, continues.  But if you 

burn down a building, created by the hands of man, it does not ‘of itself,’ rise-up again, it must 

be reconstructed, by the hands of man.  A bridge, which once spanned a mighty river, cannot 

rebuild itself; if it is torn down, or if it has fallen down, it must be reconstructed, by the hands of 

man.   

 

 “Think on this... God created the Earth, and the Earth sustains itself through the power of God’s 
creation.  But it is not the same with the things created from rocks, and steel, and wood, by the 

hands of man. 

 

 “You are created, by God.  The spirit that is you, lives, forever.  Like that which springs-forth 

from the Earth, you might meet resistance at one point, but you rise-up at another point.  You 

will not die.  You live forever; and forever you carry the lessons, of that which you have learned.  

The clothing you choose to put on, after a number of years, might become tattered and torn; it 

could fall from you, old, crumbling with age; but the spirit that is you will not die; you live 

forever, because you have been created ‘of God.’  I tell you these things today, because it is 
important for you to ‘know,’ what you are doing. 
 

 “When I walked upon the Earth, I made a number of additions, corrections, modifications to old 

ways of doing things.  One of them, that comes quickly to mind is, ‘You have heard it said, that 
you must love your neighbor, and hate your enemy.  But I tell you, you must love your enemy.’  
There were a number of things, that were altered.  I did not change them, I acknowledged them, 

‘You have heard it said.’  But it was a new beginning... what you must do... to live... according to 
who you are. 
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 “And in this array of modification, of bringing the higher-law to Earth, I said clearly, ‘Be ye 
perfect, as Our Father is perfect.’  That doesn’t leave much room for error; but it has a lot of 
room for practice, and trial, and ultimately... doing.  It will be easy to be distracted, by the ways 

of the world, because they relieve you of responsibility.  ‘Be ye perfect,’ is a responsibility.  But 
the world, to satisfy ‘the thoughts that you are not perfect, and cannot be perfect,’ created 
phrases: ‘You are only human.  What can you expect?  You are only human.  You cannot do 
that.’  These teachings relieve you of the responsibility... ‘of doing.’ 
 

 “Slipping into a zone that is comfortable, in-line with the general thinking, and moving at the 

pace, of the others, does not require the same attention that it does to walk on your own, 

practicing perfection: loving your enemy; giving when you are asked to give; being a citizen of 

The Kingdom of Heaven, living upon the Earth.   

 

 “When given the opportunity ‘to choose,’ when the question is presented in the proper manner, 
most people would say, ‘Oh, I’ll choose to be ‘of The Kingdom of God, living upon Earth.’  That 
would be my choice.’  The answer comes that way, because within your being, your spirit is 
answering at that moment.  That is what you would choose to do, if your spirit was ‘the leading 
voice,’ ‘the driving power, that moved you.’ But the day-to-day activities lure you, and tempt 

you, into the comfortable, less demanding ways of the world.  Go to work, pay your taxes, sleep, 

eat, and get-up and do it again, over, and over, and over, until the rut becomes a comfortable bed, 

a place of rest, demanding very little, except that you conform to the ways of the world.   

 

 “Each of you has a mission.  The ways of the world will often distract you from your mission.  
You cannot relieve yourself of the responsibility of your mission, by announcing that... ‘...you 
are only human.’  If it is yours to do, you have the ability to do it.  Once you embrace who you 
are, and the mission that you have come to Earth to do, there will swell-up, within you, a 

confidence, that you never knew before.  There is a phrase upon the Earth, a saying, ‘That is a 
man with a mission.’  ‘That is a man on a mission.’  And there are other varying ways of saying 
the same thing, but the implication is that person knows what they are going to do, and they are 

going to do it.  That needs to be your motto as well.  ‘I am on a mission, and I am going to do it.  
If I am here to do it, I am able to do it, I am capable of doing it.’  Do not succumb to ‘the 
temptation,’ and ‘distractions,’ which tell you, you cannot.  For I say unto you this day, if it is 

within your thoughts, and dreams, if it is in your heart, if you feel it, then you know it, and if you 

know it, it is yours to do. 

 

 “The world, around you, might not recognize it, might not believe it can be done; but you will 

recognize it, because you ‘feel,’ the urging, you ‘hear,’ the prompting.  Now, pay attention, and 
rise-up.  The world exists around you... but The Kingdom of God, exists ... within you... 

 

 “Be ye perfect, as Our Father is perfect.  Be ye perfect, in love.  Be ye perfect, in kindness.  Be 

ye perfect, in generosity.  Be ye perfect, in willingness to perform acts of kindness.  Be ye 

perfect, in joy.  Be ye perfect, for you are on a mission, and it is yours to do.” 
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May 18, 2014 

 

Jesus Teaches On: 

Your Mission Is To Deliver The Kingdom Of Heaven To Earth 

 

 

  “I AM with  you!     Feel My presence, with you; for one of the miracles of faith  is that you 
“know, and feel, the presence of God,  you know, and feel, My presence,  and you accept the 
embrace of The Holy Spirit,  and there is communication  between you and the Dimension of 

Perfection,  which is often called  Heaven!”  This is one of the great miracles!  And those who 
find themselves in this state of communication, find themselves living upon the Earth, with 

confidence, and clarity, able to shut-out the clamoring of the world created by man, to exist 

within the Symphony, of God!  

 

 “If you are upon the Earth today, there is  truth,  in your presence,  and there is truth in your 
eternal presence,  because you cannot exist,  as you are right now,  without being an eternal 

being!  Embrace   the truth  that you will live forever,  changing robes, and clothing from time to 

time,  but moving on,   living forever. For those who embrace this truth, there is a wonder to life, 

because they do not wander around in darkness.  They embrace the light, and their eternal 

heritage, and all that is right! 

 

 “Another truth about your existence upon the Earth now, and your eternal life, is that, if you are 
upon the Earth now, you have a commission, you have a mission, and it is yours to do.  Every 

person, on the Earth, arrived on the Earth with a plan.  God has given each person upon the Earth 

free will, so: you can push the plan aside, to do your own will; you can throw the plan away; or 

you can sit, and begin to chart the course, according to the plan, of your birth upon the Earth... 

the mission statement.  What will you do? 

 

 “If you ask, anyone, your friends, your family, acquaintances, workers, your co-workers, what 

their idea of “success,” is, you will receive many different answers.  If you happen to ask a 

parent, they will feel their success is seeing their children growing-up, happy.  If you ask a young 

girl who wants to be a dancer, her idea of success will be that she is dancing in a great ballet 

company.  If you ask a young boy, who loves to put blocks on top of blocks on top of blocks, he 

will say, ‘I want to build the tallest building ever the world has seen.  That is success to me.’  
You see, these things are ringing in their hearts, they are desires, and what they mark as success 

is the fulfillment of their dream, their desire.  And that tells you a lot. 

 

 “What is your dream?  What is your desire?   
 

 “Success  is fulfilling  the Will of God,  as it has been given to you, to do; and it has nothing to 
do with amassing cars, and homes, and clothing, and stocks, and bonds, and money, for these 

things have very little value; and their value fluctuates, according to what is happening in the 

world of finance, or real estate, or the market place of selling clothing, or jewelry.  You cannot 

count on, the constant, in any case, whether it be stocks or  bonds, or money, or real estate, or 

cars, it is not a given.  There can be no promise; because it could all change, from day to day.  

But one thing that will never change,  is the mission  you were sent to Earth to do.  It will be the 
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same all during your life upon Earth, and it will be the same as you leave your life upon the 

Earth, and return Home.  It will not change; it is your constant; it is your safety net;  it is your 

confidence.   

 

 “You arrived upon the Earth, carrying with you all the tools you need to accomplish this 
mission.  And if you remain connected to God, to Home Base, you will find your strength and 

power there.  It is a beautiful partnership,  the strength and power of God, flowing into and 

through you,  and your willingness to do.  And this ‘partnership,’ assures success, not in the 
fleeting standard of the world of man, but in the eternal scheme,  in the Divine Plan,  in 

something far beyond what you can see now. 

 

 “Some are sent to Earth, to actively work in the fields, to go-out, and work amongst the people; 

but most are called to ‘deliver The Kingdom of Heaven: to the workplace; to the home; to the 
schools; to the factories and mills; to the buildings and offices in which they work.  The work 

you do, to sustain your life upon Earth, is the place where you can deliver The Kingdom of God!  

If you look around, and wonder, ‘Why am I here?’  You are where you are  to deliver The 
Kingdom of Heaven  to that specific place!  And if you take it a step farther, you will see, as you 

pay attention to those who work next to you, or in the same building with you, that there are 

few... willing to deliver the peace, and the light, and the love... you will find that throughout the 

day there is grumbling, and chaos, and frustration, sometimes anger, sometimes pettiness, a lot of 

gossip, but very few, standing in the light, with confidence, gaining their strength, to go through 

the day, from The Creator of All Things.  Very amazing! 

 

 “Those who are willing  to stand in these places,  holding the light   change the buildings, the 
offices, the hospitals, the factories where they work!  And it doesn’t stop there, for one person, 
carrying the light, can bring this light, even in the most minute form, to the workers there, and 

they carry that little piece of light with them!  And the grid continues to grow, as they move from 

their place of work, to home, to their places of fun... and sports... and gardening.  That one 

person, willing to hold the light, changes Earth for the better!  It is quiet mission; you do not get 

called forward, and given an award; the joy is in ‘knowing, who you are, and what you are doing, 
and being content with it.’  This is success: being where you are, delivering The Kingdom of 

God, in full power, in glorious light! 

 

 “The world of high finance, stocks and bonds and cars and trading this and that and the other,  
cannot compare  to the satisfaction, contentment, and pure joy  of going home, from a job,  

‘knowing  you delivered Heaven to Earth!’  This is the key  to a successful life,   humbly moving 
where you are, in such a way, that you deliver Heaven to Earth: be at peace; be calm; be the 

island of serenity; be the sanctuary; be the refuge; where those around you, see the light, feel the 

power, and know the presence of God, with them!”  
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May 11, 2014 

 

Jesus Teaches On: 

God Provides Mother Love, Father Love, Eternal Love, For Every Single Child 

 

 

  “I AM with  you!     I move through the corridors of all time... the corridors, which are 
familiar... to your spirit.  I reach-out, and say to you... I AM with you!  

 

 “There are many interesting things, about the relationships within a family.  There are many 

interesting people and stories, and these stories conjure-up the thoughts and the memories, of this 

time or that time, this place or that place, this one or that one; but one of the most important 

things about family is... that  it is within the physical family  that you come to understand  ‘who 
you are,  in this lifetime upon Earth.’  What is your history, what is your heritage?  Many times 
you are moved to trace back, through the generations, to find more information, to establish ‘who 
you are, and from whence you came.’  And this is important.  You find that some little thing you 
do, whether it be to tap your toe in a certain way, or to move your hand through your hair in a 

certain way, actually comes from someone,  possibly a hundred years before you.  It is 

surprising, and amazing, to follow the chain, of the family generations.   

 

 “The most important thing that you need to remember – about physical family – is that – it is 

something to respect!  It is easy to see where this member or that member of a certain family, 

might disagree, might pull-apart, might not see each other, or even talk to each other, yet there is 

still the connection, that string of DNA, that will always be there, connecting you, to those of the 

past. 

 

 “It is also important to see in action that  this circle of family   continues to be a circle, within a 

circle, within a circle.  Today especially  is set aside to honor mothers.  Mothers, your parents, 

provided the doorway for you to enter into a lifetime, a journey, upon this Earth.  You walk, 

through that doorway to experience life, on Earth.  This is deserving of respect.   

 

 “Many years ago, the idea of ‘respecting your elders,’ was instilled in all children.  Why is that?  
Well, the reason is that ‘you could learn from those who had already walked along the path.’  
The elders held, within them, wisdom, of the age.  So there was respect, and in that respect  was 

the possibility of the younger generation finding wisdom in the thoughts, and the memories, of 

the older generation,  before  it faded away.  And then the responsibility would fall to the 

younger generation to thoughtfully review  the information they had been given, sieve the 

wisdom from the thoughts, and carry only the best things forward.  Family, functioning properly, 

prepares you, for the world,  knowing your roots, carrying the gems, the precious wisdom, of 

yesterday, into the present day. 

 

 “Family is so important  that it is often re-created  over and over again.  The first thing that 

children do, when they are given a bit of freedom, is to form ‘a family of friends.’  You are 
creating the family that you would choose to be with you, by your circle of friends.  Circle... isn’t 
it interesting how it is often called ‘a circle of friends’?  It is uniting, it is creating your own 

family.  And you can look around at your circle of friends, and see, a lot, in them, that is in you,  
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their likes, and dislikes.  There are certain things that draw other people into your circle of 

friends, your family of friends.  And it is repeated over, and over again.  Your ‘work family,’ 
look at where you work, and you will begin to see, that it is functioning as a family of workers, 

united in one place, with a similar goal.  And so you can look at some of your co-workers, and 

see, and learn, what you are doing in this work family, because it is all necessary to produce the 

product, the work product. 

 

 “You create ‘church families,’ where you go, on certain days, to sing of glory, and praise, so 
that you might honor God, your Eternal Parent; but this is also a circle of people united in one 

goal, one thought, one theory... a family of faith.   

 

 “You create family, after family, and then there comes a time to create your family... the 
continuum... of your family, through you, and the children you bring forth.  You then, become 

the door, the threshold, the entrance to the world! 

 

 “When you stop and think about this, there must be respect for your earthly parents, if only to 
hold them in a place of honor for providing the doorway to the life you are experiencing now, for 

that is exactly what it is, a life experience, one that you would never have, but for the willingness 

of another to say, ‘Yes, I will be the door.’   
 

 “Think about this today; and then, as you mull-it-over in your mind, and let it flow through your 

heart, think about your Eternal Parent.  Honoring ‘Mothers,’ is a wonderful thing to do; but it is 
important to group mother with parent, as you would father with parent, because so often the 

skills are comingled.  Good parenting comes when the father can provide ‘mother love,’ and the 
mother can provide ‘father love.’  And you will never find that better displayed than when sitting 
in the lap of God; for God provides mother love, father love, eternal love for every single child; 

for, Our Father, Our Parent, Our Eternal Parent is The Doorway from whence you came.  Your 

Eternal Parent blessed you, with eternal life.” 
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May 4, 2014 

 

Jesus Teaches On: 

Prepare Well For That Which You Intend To Do, Then Watch What God Will Do, Through You 

 

 

  “I AM with  you!     Cast away, that last shred of doubt, and ‘know,’ I AM with you!  I spoke so 
often, telling all who would hear me, that The Kingdom of God is near, at hand, with you, within 

you; but most did not understand; I walked upon the Earth, living in The Kingdom of Heaven, 

The Kingdom of God, The Dimension of Perfection, because I did not let My connection with 

Our Heavenly Father, become dysfunctional, or cluttered with debris;  My safe connection Home  

was intact  therefore, I could hear... and feel... and know!  

 

 “As I walked upon the Earth, I did see it, as you see it, but because My connection with Our 
Father was complete, I saw the life of the tree.  I saw the tree, yet I saw the tree, and all it could 

be, reaching-out, beyond the leaves and branches, blessing Earth, with every breath.  The 

sanctity of the tree  did not escape Me,  nor should it you! 

 

 “I did not go... until I was told to go... I did not speak... until I was told what to speak... therefore 
this was My safety net... knowing, that if I spoke the words of Our Father, it would be exactly 

what I was supposed to do; and they would be the words that were meant for the person, or 

persons, to hear, at that exact time, in that exact place.  I totally surrendered to the grace, coming 

to Me, so that I might flow over the Earth as The Breath of God; and you too can do this!  The 

only thing necessary, the only thing required to achieve this state of living, truly living, is to free 

yourself of the burdens, the chains, the heavy baggage.  The burdens of anger, and fear, and 

frustration are heavy.  You cannot know  the freedom of living  until you have totally forgiven  

all things, and done it completely; for with every act of forgiveness, you feel something slip 

away, something you have been carrying day, to day, to day.  And it might be surprising, yet it is 

true, once you forgive that is all you need do.  It doesn’t matter what the other person, or the 
other people, are doing or saying or thinking, you have freed yourself.  And once you are free; 

then watch, what God will do, through you! 

 

 “Whatever you do is created by you, employing, using, the energies, within you!  It is marked.  
It is stamped.  It is your creation.  I encourage you  to begin creating,  free, of the chains of 

energies that impede your connection with God.  And this will require ‘practice,’ for sometimes 
it is a challenge to forgive, totally.  But once it is done, you will dance with joy, and your 

creation will live, sparkle and shine, because... it is living... created by you... divine! 

 

 “Think of what you are doing!  Before you do anything, stop, check.  Wash the hands, wash the 

face, scrape-off the shoes.  Prepare!  Do not let the day go by, that there is something to forgive, 

left unforgiven!   

 

 “You know, you have read or heard, that I have been credited, with saying the words, ‘You can 
do everything I do.’  Do not run away from this statement.  Embrace it, and the responsibility it 
carries.  Wash your hands.  Wash your face.  Clean-up your spirit and your soul, and feel the 
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grace of God moving through you.  Begin to make preparations for that which you are to do,  and 

then watch  what God will do,  through you!” 
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April 27, 2014 

 

Jesus Teaches On: 

Rise-up, Heal And Restore The Garden Of Heaven, Earth, As It Was Meant To Be 

 

 

  “I AM with  you!     I Am closer to you, right now, than I could be with those I loved, as I 

walked upon the Earth; because  when in the human form, there were limitations  there were 

boundaries  there were rules of society, and community; but now, there is nothing to limit My 

communion with you; and the only thing which can limit your communion with Me  will be 

doubt  on your part  that it can actually take place at all.  I say unto you, I can speak to you, on a 

personal level, and you can hear Me; and, you can speak to Me, on a personal level, and I can 

hear you; for we are as One, and we are eternal! 

 

 “If you will push away your preconceived limitations, and boundaries, you will soon come to 
‘know,’ that I AM truly with you, and you can hear Me, as our communication transcends the 

ephemeral, and achieves the eternal, and sublime. 

 

 “Your journey upon Earth was meant to be significant.  You have a mission.  Our Father has 
equipped you, with abilities, and gifts, so that you might ‘master,’ all obstacles, seeing them as 

‘opportunities,’ and ‘signs,’ rather than the instrument of your downfall, or failure.  The world of 
man can be filled with trickery, and sneaky energies, which appear as if they are serving you 

well, when, in truth, they are leading you into shadows, or holding you in darkness. When you 

call upon Me, I will answer, and always lead you to the light, illuminating the shadows, and 

darkness, in such a way, that the path is clear, and you know what to do, and where to go. 

 

 “If your day is not filled with the light, and the certainty that you are a child of God, you need to 

find a quiet place, and reconnect with Our Father.  Speak to Me, and we will find The Way 

together; because life upon Earth is not meant to be a trial, it is meant to the opportunity to assist 

in the restoration, and the healing, of all Earth; so it might be returned to the original, and Divine 

Plan, so that The Garden might be restored!  

 

 “The weeding, the hoeing, and the tending of The Garden is in the worthy hands of the children 
of God upon Earth.  Bring forth The Garden, and Earth will retake its place, as The Garden, of 

Heaven!  It is your opportunity.  It is your reality.  It is the present piece of eternity you are 

living, and it glorious.  Rise-up, and tend The Garden!” 
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April 20, 2014 

 

Jesus Teaches On: 

Forgive All Things, And Be Free, Rise-Up With Me 

 

 

  “I AM with  you!     I have walked upon the Earth, and I have lived as you, live.  I have walked 
upon the Earth, in rain, and sun.  I have walked upon the Earth, in night and day.  I have walked 

upon the Earth and I did eat, and I did pray; I did laugh, and I did play.  And when it was time, 

for all things to be ‘forgiven,’ I pronounced, fully, with intention, that all things were forgiven!  
And with the words, and with the forgiveness, it was complete; and I closed My eyes to the 

world of man, and entered The Kingdom of Heaven!     

 

 “This is how it is meant to be!  This is how it is to be understood... it is passing  from life on 
Earth  to life in Heaven,  shedding the body, so that you might be unencumbered, so that you 

might rise-up, and be free.   

 

 “It is possible for you to rise-up, and be free, while you are living upon the Earth.  But the only 

way this can be accomplished is to take seriously the act, and the art, of forgiveness.   

 

 “For many of you, hearing these words, or reading these words, you believe that you have 
forgiven all things.  You have been working on it, you say; and you believe it is accomplished.  

But I will tell you, there is a test, there is a balance, there is a key, to know when it is complete; 

and until it is complete, you are not free; you are living burdened, and heavy.  It is well worth the 

effort  to practice the art of forgiveness,  because then you will live, as you are meant to live... 

free.   

 

 “And so today I ask you to take some time, sit quietly.  Do not be distracted by the noises of the 
world.  Seek peace, and when you have found that place of peace, sit, and pray for guidance, and 

pray for wisdom, so that you might know, what you are doing.  And then, more as a litany than 

anything else, recite the names of those near to you, of those who have meant something to you 

at one time.  Begin the litany of names... . 

 

 “It will be a joyous occasion when you say a name, and you feel the joy, you feel the love, and 

you send them blessings.  But if you happen upon a name, that does not bring you joy, that you 

cannot send love, or find it difficult to do; then, there is work to do.  Now, this is not something 

which should bring a condition of disappointment, or dismay; for I tell you, once you ‘know,’ 
what it is you are to do, you are more than half-way there, you are more than half-way through.  

The only thing then is the desire to do, and the desire will carry you all the way through, even 

when it seems impossible to do. 

 

 “Do not hesitate, do it today, before the sun sets, you will sing, ‘Hallelujah, I have risen!’  And 
it will be true, because the light of God will be shining through you, and the forgiveness will be 

complete.   
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 “Do not doubt!  Trust, and have faith!  This is the day to do it!  If there was ever a day to set 

aside to do this, this is it.  I set the example, now be eager, be ready.  Do not be distracted by the 

temptation to think, ‘Oh, this is too hard, I will never do this today.’ because, I say, ‘You will.  
The grace of God is flowing, and I stand beside you, and together, we will move through the 

names; and, when it is necessary, we will say, Father, forgive them, for I certainly do’!” 
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April 13, 2014 

 

Jesus Teaches On: 

You Can Do Everything I AM Doing, But The Best Journey Is Made Taking One Step At A 

Time 

 

 

  “I AM with  you!     I AM close to you.  I whisper, and you hear Me.  I AM your support.  I AM 
your encouragement.  I AM your confidence.  I AM your brother.  I AM, with you, in all ways.  

And as I walked upon the Earth, over two thousands years ago now, I made My way, showing 

you The Way.  And then, without hesitation, I did say, ‘You can do everything I AM doing, and 
more!’   
 

 “Before you begin this week, I ask each of you to take the time to be still, and ponder this...  
‘The best journey is made, taking one step at a time.’   
 

 “There are some of you who are striving, for ‘the perfection,’ missing ‘the steps,’ in-between, as 

if you are on a trampoline, one minute your feet firmly planted on the solid ground of Earth, and 

the next, soaring into the sky, grabbing, holding onto the ring; but what happens is that you go 

back down, only to spring-up,  and look around, to see once again, you are falling down. 

 

 “I want to encourage you today, as strange as this might sound, to ‘forget perfection, for a while, 

and just practice,’ where you are.  For some of you, the practice is: ‘practice  opening  to the love 
of God.’  That is all you have to do.  Forget what others around you are trying to lead you to, and 
practice ‘letting God’s love flow into and through, you.’  For in truth, the next and the next and 
the next step along The Way, can only be accomplished, if you are ‘a vessel, filled: with the love 
of God, with the power of God, with the light of God.’ 
 

 “You must take one step at a time; or there will come a wave of frustration, anxiety, doubt, and 

fear; and you will come to realize, God does not seem near, any longer.  And in truth, it is 

because you have become: distracted, by the good; distracted by moving ahead quicker than you 

should; when you did not stay, in the place, of opening to God’s love, until you knew how to do 
it, and you did it so well, you didn’t have to think at all.  This is step one! 
 

 “Some of you might be thinking, ‘...well, how do we proceed, ...how do we make any ground, 
by staying where we are, until we are filled with the love of God; for I seem to be filled, and then 

spill my glass daily?’   
 

 “And I say... have faith... here is the key: ‘If you will begin every day, speaking to Me, I will 
remind you, ‘Open the door.  God is knocking, open the door.  Let God’s love flow into you, and 
be filled with God’s love.’  And you will feel it.  You will feel it, moving into you!’   
 

 “But this is a practice you must do every day; so, setting check-points along The Way is a good 

idea.  So you wake-up, and take very little time, but the intention is set.  And God fills you with 

love, and light; but you must do this repeatedly.  Do it at noon; do it as the sun is setting; do it as 
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you lay your head upon the pillow.  It is something that will guarantee you, ‘a most magnificent 
walk upon the Earth!’ 
 

 “When an apprentice is learning  how to be a potter,  how to create beautiful vessels, using clay, 
they do not intend to make the perfect vessel, as they begin.  No, they intend to practice, the art: 

until their hands know the way, of the clay; they practice, until the turning of the wheel is 

something as familiar, as breathing; they know, how to select the clay that will work, and reject 

the clay which will crumble, and fall away.  And as they practice these steps, they begin to make 

their way, toward the ability, to craft the clay into the perfect vessel, in every way! 

 

 “It is the same with the carpenter; the novice beginning, they do not set out to build a 
magnificent home; frst, they must learn how to use the hammer, and the nail; they must know 

how to make all things level, so there is balance as they proceed; they must put their attention to 

the foundation, before they begin creating the roof-top.  And as they begin and study and work, 

they come to find that somewhere, somewhere mixed into the practice, and the toil, and the work 

and the intention and the desire, they have produced the perfect dwelling! 

 

 “It is the same with your spiritual life!  If you want to perfect your relationship with God Our 

Father, you must practice!  Don’t let your focus, be distracted, by accomplishing this or that or 
the other.  Open the door, for God is knocking.   

 

 “And once you do this, the love of God will be flowing into you in such a way, that whatever 
your next step might be, that day, it will be accomplished; but it will have, within it, the presence 

of God, the love of God, the power, and the light of God.  It will have the mark of the hand of 

God... leading you... guiding you, one-step-at-a-time, along The Way!” 
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April 6, 2014 

 

Jesus Teaches On: 

Celebrate Life, Upon Earth, Today, For The Memories Of It Will Fuel Your Spirit, Forever  

 

 

  “I AM with  you!     Oh happy day!  I AM with you, to watch the way you live, today.  I AM 

with you, and enjoy: your life, seeing you, hearing you.  Living upon the Earth is cause for great 

celebration, and the experience will remain with you forever.  You will remember ‘the sights, 

and the sounds, and the tastes, the aroma, the scent of flowers, the breeze, moving through your 

hair, the rain, kissing your face.  All these things are yours, for eternity!’  And eternity  really is  
forever!   

 

 “I AM sure most of you  do not think about the experiences of Earth,  remaining with you 

forever.  Most of you think about  just getting through a day,  finding your way, praying for 

grace, trying to make a place for yourself, in the world of man.  But today, I want to give you 

something that will lead you, deeper, into the understanding of life, after your life upon Earth.  It 

is filled with everything you experience upon Earth.  You do not leave, that which you 

experienced, as you leave your cars, and your houses, and your jewelry, and your clothes.  The 

things you cannot see  are the things that will remain with thee,  forever.  You are creating a 

library.  You are stocking a warehouse.  You are making memories to bring Home.  Therefore, 

be mindful, of what you are thinking, and doing, and saying.  Live life as the great celebration it 

is! 

 

 “Find a patch of grass, or a meadow, and dance.  Kick your heels up into the air, and dance, with 
joy!  Listen for the song of the bird, and sing along, with joy!  Pick a fruit, or a vegetable, and 

taste it, with joy!  Pick a bouquet of flowers, and breathe-in the aroma, with joy.  Go-out into 

nature, and experience the rain, and the sun, and the wind, and revel in the experience, with joy.  

Splash in a stream, and watch the drops of water, fly-up into the air, sparkling, caught for a brief-

second in the light of the sun.  See the water dancing, in joy.  Sit on the shore, feel the sand with 

your fingers, and watch the water lapping, moving toward you, foamy, filled with life.  These 

earthly experiences are but a few.  There are so many waiting for you.   

 

 “There is no excuse not to enjoy your life upon Earth, because it is brief.  And once it is done, 
you will come Home.  If you truly understand this, and what happens, when you drop the body, 

and return fully to spirit, you will comprehend, and understand, that the memories, and 

experiences, are your treasures; gather them, while you can. 

 

 “I know that most of you do not think much about My ordinary, private life, as I walked upon 
the Earth.  When most think of Me, they ususally think of Me praying, or healing, or preaching; 

but I want to share with you  that I enjoyed living upon the Earth  I filled My warehouse; I 

crammed My library, filling it with experiences, of laughter, and good times, and celebrations.  

As I grew-up, I attended all the Jewish festivals.  I took part in My community.  I laughed.  I was 

a son, a brother, a member of a community.  I was a friend.  I was a relative.  I danced at the 

wedding feasts, and ate and drank of the fruits of Earth.  I laughed with My friends, and sang 

with My friends.  I kicked-up the sand, and still have a memory of the smell of a dusty road.  I 
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can remember the wind on My face, and the taste of the salt in the water, when we were out on 

the sea.  I can remember well, cleaning a fish, fresh from the catch, and the joy of sharing it with 

friends.  I remember the scent of herbs, and flowers, the luscious taste of figs, and dates, the song 

of the laughter of a child.  I lived in joy, even though I knew I had little time, and much to do! 

 

 “I speak this to you today, because I want those of you, who are facing something that you 
might, at the moment, dread:  whether it is an operation; whether is something to do with work; 

whether it is the end of life upon Earth for you coming;  that there is still time to pack ‘your 
treasure,’ in a bag to bring Home with you.  Find joy in every day, and celebrate, in every way, 
the creation of Earth!  Sit beneath a tree, and feel the soil in your fingers.  Study a blade of grass.  

Look at the facets of a flower.  Watch the birds fly.  See the water flow.  Hear the wind, as it 

does blow, around you.  These are the sacred memories that you are to gather!  Just because you 

might ‘know, the end is near’, or something is going to happen that you really would rather not 

go through, doesn’t mean that you cannot be in joy, that you cannot experience life, on Earth, as 
it is meant to be, ‘in the present piece, of eternity.’  I knew the end was near, especially as I 
reached the time of My public ministry.  There were only so many days in which to accomplish 

that which I was sent to do.  And part of what I was to do  was to create the memories  that I 

would bear,  forever! 

 

 “You have this opportunity, now; do not waste it!  Gather the flowers, taste the fruit, drink the 

nectars of Earth, and dance!  Do not forget to dance, and sing, and love, because  these are the 

things  the ‘memories,’ you will bring... Home! 
 

 “I send you forth, today, to celebrate!  Celebrate life, as you know it, now, today; for,  it will be 

with you, forever! ” 
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March 30, 2014 

 

Jesus Teaches On: 

Embrace Being Taught By God, And Deliver The Kingdom Of God To Earth  

 

 

  “I AM with  you!     I bring you peace.  My light mingles with yours, and the light is magnified.  
My love mingles with yours, and it is magnified.  And the power of God, flowing through Me, 

mingles with the power of God flowing through you, and it is magnified, and flows onto the 

Earth, for all to use.  It is a miracle!  It is living!  It is life eternal!  The power of God is the blood 

of eternity, keeping it going, keeping it breathing, keep it living!   

 

 “When I had completed  My forty days of intense training  that time I walked into the desert to 
sit at the side of Our Father, and be taught: what to do; how to do it; what to say; and where to 

go; I stood-up, with resolution, rejected ‘the temptations,’ of the dark side, and carried light... 

into the world!   

 

 “All of those days, and nights, I was told: what to do; how to do it; where to go; and what to 
expect; therefore, I knew it!  I knew it, within Me, before I set My foot upon The Way, I knew it!  

I was told... ‘Be pure.  Do not be distracted, by the ways of the world; but keep your focus on 
Me... ,’ God said, ‘...for in this Way, you will be a vessel, filled with God, God’s power, God’s 
love, God’s light, God’s healing.  And I knew this!  I felt it... I felt the power... within Me! 

. 

 “If you are empty of all the shadows, and darkness, and you are very still, some place in quiet, 
solitude, you will feel the power of God, moving up and down your body, you will feel it!  It will 

become more alive than your earthly body.  You will feel the power of God more than you feel, 

and know, your own heartbeat.  And when you are in this state, you are ready to begin, as I was 

ready.  I was ready to begin My mission, because the beginning of My mission was the 

beginning of My way back Home.   

 

 “I went-out, and healed.  The stories of the healings spread, and soon they were bringing all, 

who were in ‘dis-ease,’ to Me.  I healed... the lepers.  I healed... the crippled... and the lame... the 
deaf... and the blind.  I healed all types, of disease.  I healed those labeled ‘insane,’ and I cast the 
demons from those possessed.  For a while I could not go any where, that I did not look around, 

and see, people lying on the ground, sitting in laps of others, unable to walk themselves, or being 

carried on stretchers, children in the arms of their parents, brothers and sisters being assisted, 

being brought to Me.  And I healed all who came!   

 

 “These healings, in the name of God, created thousands of followers.  It was amazing, I could 

not walk-out that people did not gather.  I believe they could see, God’s light radiating from Me.  
And every time I did the work of God, I went away, in quiet, to be refueled, and nourished, by 

God, to be instructed, and directed by God, to be filled with the power of God, so it did not 

diminish, as I made My way in the world. 
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 “And then... with they had seen the glory of God, through Me, in the healings... it was time, I 
had their attention; and I spoke the words ‘of love.’  I spoke the words of the New Covenant.  

And they heard My words, and they listened.   

 

 “I believe it was easier for those who saw the miracles, of healing, to believe the miracles, then 
for those who heard the words, to believe the words, because the message, that I brought, was 

different.  It was different from ‘the ways of the world.’  I taught to love.  I taught to think of 
others, before you think of yourself.  I taught to be humble.  I taught to be kind, and generous.  

And during those early days of teaching and preaching that which God wanted Me to deliver, I 

made bold statements, such as, ‘... you have been taught, that it is ‘an eye for an eye, and a tooth 
for a tooth,’ but I tell you, if one slaps your cheek, you must give them the other.  If someone is 
ready to sue you, over that which you possess, you must settle with them, before you go to the 

courts.  I tell you, if someone asks you for something, give it to them, and give them more.’  I 
delivered the New Covenant, the Covenant of Love!   

 

 “I even addressed the issue, contained in the question asked, ‘How can we follow the ways of 
God, which are so opposite from the teachings of the world?’  And I told them, clearly, ‘Give 
unto Caesar, the things that are Caesar’s; but give unto God, the things that are God’s.’      
 

 “Pay your taxes, that are levied upon you; but even in the paying of the taxes,  you can sing the 
praise of God,  to be thankful  that you have the coin to pay.  Always rejoice in the glory of God!  

Always give, as though you ‘know,’ the things of the world are not important, and God will 

always provide that which you need!  Show, as you live, that you truly are enlightened, in the 

ways of God!   

 

 “And remember, the world will embrace the miracles, of healing, they will sing the praise of 
those, who do that which they cannot do; but the world finds it difficult  to embrace the teachings  

of The Kingdom of God,  for they know it not!   

 

 “Embrace that  which you are being taught  by God!  Begin every day, by setting yourself aside, 
and asking for direction; and then, take the lessons into the day with you; for your day will be 

easier, if you read the signs, and act upon them; but it will be more difficult, if you ignore the 

signs.  For those whose eyes are open, the signs are visible!    

 

 “Today, begin your day in quiet; ask for direction; and the wisdom to see the signs, and to read 

them, using the language of God; and you will make your way into the world, delivering the light 

of God; for the awakened children of God are to be different:  The Way you live is to be 

different... .  The Way you act, and think, is to be different... .  And the words you say, are to be 

different!   

  

 “Today, I say unto you: ‘Go into the world, and deliver The Kingdom of God!’ ” 
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March 23, 2014 

 

Jesus Teaches On: 

It Is Time, God Is Waiting, Set Yourself Aside To Be Still And Quiet And Feel God’s Presence   
 

 

  “I AM with  you!     I open My arms: to embrace you, to hold you, to give you succor.  There is 
such peace, in an embrace.  There is such contentment, in the holding of it.  You can feel  the 

love  flowing, between the bodies, and you truly feel, as you are one, for a brief time, until it is 

done, and you move away, and you look into the eyes, and the love remains!   

 

 “You experience  this powerful emotion,  when you have been parted from someone you love, 

and there is the homecoming, and the embracing, and the exchange of the energy flowing 

between the two of you; and then as you back away, to look at the face, you see  love,  and you 

are stronger for it. 

 

 “As I walked upon the Earth, I desired an embrace from Our Parent, Our Eternal Parent, often.  

And so, as I set-out upon My ministry, walking: the paths, and the highways, of the cities, and 

the towns of that day, I found strength in setting Myself aside, in going away, up into the hills, 

out into the desert, on upon the sea.  And there, away from the ways of the world, there was 

homecoming.  I was embraced by Our Parent, and felt the love.  And when it was time to return 

to the towns, and the cities, and the roads, and the paths, I stepped back, from the embrace, and I 

could see love, upon the face of God!  This was My strength!  This is what kept Me going!  This 

is what held My attention.  This is what gave Me the courage to turn My head from ‘the riches of 
the world, from the trials of the world,’ and focus ‘on the things of God.’ 
 

 “If you do some reading, of Scripture, you will see it marked.  They say of Me, ‘He went away.  
He set Himself aside.’  And while I did this, and took some of My followers with Me, I always 

placed them a distance from Me, as I moved on to a solitary space, as I sat Myself down, and 

prepared to sit with God.   

 

 “And during these times away, during this retreating from the world: I was taught; I was 
sustained; I was renewed; I was rejuvenated; I was made whole, and healed, from the weariness, 

of the world. 

 

 “And once I felt I was revitalized, and ready to continue with ‘The Mission,’ I would rise-up, 

and go back into the world.  This I did many times.  This is what kept Me going, this solitary 

embracing of the ways, and the teachings, of God.   

 

 “Without these times  walking, and talking, with Our Heavenly Parent,  I surely would have 
grown weary, and tired.   

 

 “I say these things to you today, because you, too, need to set yourself aside: to be refueled, 

recharged, renewed from the ways of the world, so that your light might continue to grow, 

become brighter with every day, so that your joy is not diminished, and your dance not subdued, 

so that your song is ‘of glory,’ all day long.   
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 “If you can recognize ‘the temptations, and the trials, held in the ways of the world,’ it is time 
for you to act, upon this information; set yourself aside, and embrace God.  Held in the embrace 

of God, you will feel  The Power,  and The Presence;  and when it is time to rise-up, you will 

step-back, and prepare to enter the world once more; but you will carry with you the memory, of: 

The Words of God; The Love of God; The Power of God; and you will see Love, and The Face 

of God, in all creation!  

 

 “Do not hesitate to be sustained.  Do not hesitate to take the step.  Do not hesitate to reach-out, 

and take the hand of God; for God is waiting; and the words you will hear, will calm every fear; 

and the songs that fill your ears  will be treasures,  will be held, in your heart!   

 

 “Today, you have the opportunity; God is waiting; it is time  to be still, and quiet;  and be filled 
with The Presence,  so that you might be  at peace!” 
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March 16, 2014 

 

Jesus Teaches On: 

Prepare Yourselves, And Choose: The Ways Of The World, Or, The Way Of God  

 

 

  “I AM with  you!     I AM with you as you walk upon the Earth.  I AM you as you sleep.  I AM 
with you as you play and dance and sing.  I AM with you to enjoy Earth, once again, with you; 

for I found it pleasing: flowers... sweet; fruit of the trees and vines delicious, and tasty; the songs 

of the instruments caught Me-up in a state of desiring to move with the rhythm, and the breeze 

danced with Me as well.  I walked upon the Earth, enjoying all that was there, giving thanks to 

Our Father, Our Parent, for all the creations conceived by God; for Earth  is good,  and a 

delightful place to be!   

 

 “And while you are enjoying... the fruits of Earth, the things of Earth... it is important not to be 
distracted from your mission, as you walk along The Way.  You must prepare for the day when 

you will be called to step onto the stage, and make your presentation: to say that which you are to 

say; or to do that which you are to do; to make your contribution to the continuing of creation, 

and to do so, for the highest good of all; for your missions, each one of your missions, are holy! 

 

 “I sought-out John the Baptist, John, the baptizer: and I stepped into the waters; and I was 

plunged beneath them, just like everyone else;  and when I stood-up, as the water dripped-down 

from Me, and I felt the coolness of the water touched by the breeze, the veil parted; and The 

Voice of God could be heard...  it was the announcement, it was ‘The Sign,’ that I was to wait 
for; and The Dove settled; and it was complete! 

 

 “The Voice was gentle, yet strong, reverberating, down the river, and back again, moving into 
the dirt of Earth, touching all who were there to be baptized, ‘This is My Son, with whom I AM 
well pleased!’ 
 

 “And, ‘I knew!’  It did not take prompting, or persuasion, to move Me, as The Spirit led Me, far 

from the people, far from the towns, into the desert.  I retreated from the world: to be taught by 

God; to be prepared for the mission; and, ultimately, to be tempted by the things of the world; so 

that I could ‘choose,’ and ‘know,’ that which I had chosen, before I set My foot upon the path, 
and began the ministry, I was sent to do.  I did these things, so that I might fulfill, all that I was 

to fulfill, and to do so in the light, and for the glory of God! 

 

 “Forty days!  For some, it sounds like a short time, a brief time; for others, it seems like an 
eternity, too long to be tried... tested... taught.  Yet I say unto you... ‘Until you surrender, and set 
yourself aside for the teaching, and the tempting ‘to the ways of the world,’ you will never know 
the glory of the choice; for God will teach you, as God taught Me!’   
 

 “The Spirit led Me far away, deep into the desert.  And the wild beasts of that region circled, 
and came close.  And the snakes, and the lizards, and the bugs of the desert, found Me, they were 

all around Me.  And I sat, on a rock, and the veil parted, and Our Father spoke.  The lessons 

continued day and night.  ‘This is what you do... .  This is how you will know... .  These are the 
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words you should say... .  These are the places to go... .  These are the signs to watch for... .’  All 
of these things were revealed to Me, so I would ‘know,’ the importance of the mission set before 
Me, with no doubt.  

 

 “And I took the words of Our Father, and devoured them, like a hungry person shown a table, a 

banquet table.  I could not stop eating the words of Our Father.  They filled Me.  They 

encouraged Me.  The sustained Me.  And from them, I drew strength.  I needed to hear that 

which I was sent to hear, before the mission, before the ministry, so I might complete it, in the 

glory of God, not saying My words, not going where I wanted to go, but saying the words of 

God... and walking... as I was shown The Way! 

 

 “When I was hungry, and when I was tired, when My eyes were closing with sleep, the tempter 

came, and began talking.  The voice was compelling, I will admit; yet, all the time the tempter 

spoke, I could hear the gentle, yet powerful, words of God!  They were My companion.  They 

were fixed within Me.  They were Mine!  And when the tempter was done, I chose!  I rejected 

‘the ways of the world, the riches of the world, the luxury of the world, the power of the world, 
and chose the ways of God!’  And in My choosing, it was done.   
 

 “I walked-out of the desert, after forty days and forty nights, and set My foot on the road to My 

destiny, with confidence, knowing God was with Me!  I never looked back, I never looked 

forward, I concentrated on keeping My connection... with My Teacher, My Guide, My Power, 

My Strength, My Father.   

 

 “This, too, is what each of you should do... ‘Prepare, with intention and purpose, to set your foot 
upon the path of your destiny; but before setting-out make your choice...  is it The Ways of God, 

or the ways of the world?  It is your choosing, and your choice will make all the difference, in 

the world!’    
 

 “Peace be with you... as I AM with you... forever! 
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March 9, 2014 

 

Jesus Teaches On: 

Use Your Gifts From The Holy Spirit To Raise Your Talents To A Level Worthy To Be A Gift 

To God  

 

 

  “I AM with  you!     I come to you and I encourage you this day, to use ‘your talents,’ the 
abilities that you have been given.  Practice using your talents, so that they achieve a level of 

competence, and move beyond.  This gift of talent is given to you, so that you might make your 

way in the world.  Use your talents for the glory of God, and the glory of God will shine through 

that which you do, and bring The Kingdom of God onto the Earth!   

 

 “That is a wonderful thought, that: ‘that  which comes easy for you, which is second nature to 
you, which is your ‘talent,’  would be the doorway, the portal, the entry point, for the glory, for 
The Kingdom, of God;’ yet, it is true!    
 

 “And for those of you stumbling, and wandering about, wondering what it is you are to do to 

make your way in the world, you need go no father than to sit, and review the talents, the things 

you like to do.  For, that is ‘the key.’  That is the area in which you should move to use your 

talent, and when you do, you feel fulfilled, and you are happy. 

 

 “If you find yourself in a place where you are not using your talents, or you have pushed them 
aside, to work in a field that has no connection to your talent, you cannot be truly happy, because 

you are not using a most valuable part of who you are. 

 

 “Talent is what separates everyone in a productive way, it shows the uniqueness of how you see 
things, or what you can do with that which you are given.  And so, let’s say, a box of sand is 
placed on a table.  You would be surprised how many different ways that box of sand can be 

used, depending on the talent held within the individual who picks-up the box.   

 

 “An artist might pour the sand out on a table, drawing fingers through the sand, or waiting for 

the breeze to move it, and then put what is seen, in the movement of the sand, onto a canvas; so 

all can see the beauty that it holds.  One who is gifted with the talent of dance, might hold the 

sand up in the hand, and let it fall to the table, and then duplicate the movement in a dance.  The 

one who has a talent in blowing glass would use the sand in a different way.  One who has a 

talent for setting out playgrounds, and work places, might use the sand in a different way.  And 

one who has talent, building houses, might use the sand in yet, a different way.  The examples 

could go on, and on, but you see that how the sand is used  depends on the talent  held within the 

participant.  And this is good.   

 

 “But the miraculous, and the magical, and the mystical occur, when there are those who pick-up 

the box of sand, and in using their talents, blessed and graced by The Gifts of The Holy Spirit 

they bear, create  beyond their talent,  and what comes forth is a gift  for all to see! 
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 “You hold Heaven, and Earth, within thee.  You are meant to amaze, and by your words, and 

actions, you are meant to turn the heads of those lost, to see the glory of God, in the simple 

things that you do, allowing The Gifts of The Holy Spirit to lift them to a place of 

‘extraordinary!’     
 

 “It is not a leap to say that you should use your talents, coupled with The Gifts of The Holy 
Spirit, every day!  It is true that you can use your Gifts of the Holy Spirit, and your talents, every 

hour of the day, incorporating them into anything you do.  This will bring you true happiness, 

and joy, because you are fulfilling your destiny, using that which was given to create that which 

is new.  And all of the keys are held, within you.  Wake-up, open the presents, see the talents, use 

the gifts, create anew!” 
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March 2, 2014 

 

Jesus Teaches On: 

Using The Gifts Of The Holy Spirit To Enhance Your Talents Is The Secret To True Abundance 

 

 

  “I AM with  you!     I AM with you today, to reach-out, and say, ‘Come, I will show you The 
Way!’  The Way is marked.  It is marked by: the sound of words; the glorious deeds of others, 
walking before you; but more important, The Way is marked, within you!  Do not let it become 

clouded with doubt, and worry, and fear, so that you miss the path.     

 

 “In order for The Way to be clear, set before you, calling you, beckoning you to come, you must 
go within, be still, and be willing to listen.  And in the silence, you will hear the words.  When 

you speak the words, they might not fit the ways of the world, but they will ring-out, as an 

anthem, for The Kingdom of God, for The Kingdom of God is with you! 

 

 “Do not let the worries, of the world of man, fill you with doubt, distract you, from that which is 

yours to accomplish.  Today I remind you, you are a child of God, sent from Heaven, on a 

mission, you have arrived upon the Earth, and you are well into the journey.  You are prepared 

for this adventure, this adventure of your lifetime.  You have the gifts; you have the talents; 

therefore you have all you need!  Do not be distracted by what others say they need, or they 

have.  Do not be distract by what others suggest you might need, or that you should have.  Focus 

on your mission. 

 

 “Lack  is created  within  your thought process.  How can you lack when you have all you need?  
You cannot!  But to achieve this place of abundance, of having all you need to complete your 

mission, you must be willing to use the gifts, and use the talents, to make your way into each and 

every day.  Now, your talents will allow you to live in the world of man.  Your talents might be a 

dancer, your talents might be a cook, your talents might be toward medicine, or law, your talents 

might be toward plumbing, or carpentry.  Wherever your talents lie, that is ‘the key, to what you 
should do to make-a-living,’ as it is said upon the Earth, make your daily living.  But the gifts 
that you bear, The Gifts of The Holy Spirit, these sacred gifts, you must also use, because in 

using those gifts you provide an atmosphere, in which your talents, when performed, bring glory 

to God!  They work hand-in-hand.  It is a creation conceived in the thoughts of God, as God 

sends the children forth into the world.  ‘Take this My child, and go forth!’ 
 

 “I had talents, when I walked upon the Earth.  I was a very good carpenter.  Not enough is said 
about this.  I did not spend my days idly.  I worked.  I worked, so I could assist My family, all of 

us.  My sisters worked.  My brothers worked.  Each had a talent, that contributed to the core of 

our family, so that we had the things we needed.  And we were each willing to use our talent, for 

the good of all.  But what made these talents rise to another level was using the talents, in such a 

way, that our gifts of The Holy Spirit, were an inspiration every day, performing our talents in 

the light of God; on stage, you might say,  acting-out our life upon Earth, but in a different way, 

doing it for the glory of God, not for the applause, and accolades, of others.  This is the secret of 

life upon Earth: using The Gifts of The Holy Spirit, to enhance, your talents, your spiritual life 

will be rich, and you will have that which you need in the world of man to make your way. 
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 “Take some time to examine: your list of talents; and your treasure trove of gifts from The Holy 
Spirit; and then ask for guidance to use them, together,  to bring  The Kingdom of God onto the 

Earth! 

 

 “The northern hemisphere of Earth is about ready to experience Spring, new life.  It is the 

perfect time to incorporate this concept, this perception, into your thoughts,  into a willingness to 

try, each day,  to perform your talents in such a way, that The Gifts of The Holy Spirit inspire, 

and fill, all you do.  That is all that is necessary  to enjoy  an abundant life  upon the Earth!” 
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February 23, 2014 

 

Jesus Teaches On: 

Choose To Be The Light Of The World 

 

 

  “I AM with  you!   And today, this morning, I reach-out, and I touch you.  I whisper in your ear, 

something I want you to remember, something I want you to hear.  ‘You are meant to live upon 
the Earth, for a very short time, and to be the light, while you are living there.’     
 

 “This sounds simple, doesn’t it?  Yet, most of the children of God, living upon Earth, forget it.  
Within them they know it; but getting caught-up in the ways of the world, they forget it.  There 

are a few who remember, and who shine as a city, sitting high upon a mountain, reflecting the 

light of the sun, and the glory of God.  Some choose to hide their light, under a basket.  Some 

take it deep within a cave, where it can be seen by no one.  God has chosen, and made a decision, 

the light of Heaven is to shine upon the Earth, through the children of God!  That is The Way it 

is meant to be. 

 

 “Today, let it be your decision to continue the plan of God, to let your light shine, to be as a city, 
high upon the mountaintop, reflecting the glory of God.  It sounds beautiful; it sounds poetic; 

yet, it is possible.  It is how it is meant to be. 

 

 “Today, set your intention, and set it in such a way, that you feel your light begin to shine, 
immediately; because the truth is, you choose, every second of the day, to be the light, the 

shadow, or the darkness.  And nothing anyone else does, can stop you, from doing so. 

 

 “You often hear someone say, ‘They made me so angry, I did not know what to do.’  The truth 
is, you choose anger.  What if another’s actions stirred you to bless them immediately?  What if 
you chose the light of God, over entering into their energy?  Do you think it would make a 

difference?  The answer is, ‘Yes, your light would shine, in their darkness!’ 
 

 “You have options.  When you are ‘tempted,’ to sorrow, or sadness: because something is 
ending; because someone has left you; because someone has returned Home; choose to celebrate 

that which was!  Sing, and dance with joy, remembering days of light!  And your light will shine, 

and eliminate the shadows, and the darkness, of sorrow and sadness. 

 

 “What if you are ‘tempted,’ to doubt your ability to accomplish your goal, to fear possible 
failure, or what tomorrow might bring?  How could you change this, from sorrow, and sadness, 

into the light of God; by: refusing to accept the mantle of doubt, and fear; lifting your head, and 

knowing your God is near; accepting The Kingdom of God is with you; and walking without 

fear, or concern, into the day, shining, as that city of light upon a hillside, or a mountaintop.   

 

 “I could go on and on, listing examples; but surely, you have grasped the idea.  There is nothing 
that comes to you, to tempt you into shadow, or darkness, that cannot be eliminated, and 

illuminated, by the light.  Choose the light.  Choose to forgive.  Choose to be kind.  Choose 

understanding and compassion.  Choose any gift  of The Holy Spirit of God first,  over the 
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energies created in the ways of the world.  These things, no one else can do for you.  You must 

choose, and in choosing the light, you will begin to shine! 

 

 “Then next time you are ‘tempted,’ to anger, or frustration, remember no one makes you this 
way.  It is your choosing.  Choose forgiveness.  Choose understanding.  Choose The Way of 

God.  The next time you are ‘tempted,’ to sorrow, or sadness, reject the temptation, and choose 
the light of God.  Do not close your eyes.  Look, and see, and believe that God is ever with thee! 

 

 “You are meant to be the light!  Your days will be filled with joy, they will be bright.  Your light 

will stand as a signal to all, and from the deepest shadow, or the very depths of darkness, they 

will see the light, and follow.  It is God’s will  that you be the light  of the world!  Reject the 
darkness, and choose the light, today.  It will change your life, and you will know true happiness.  

Therefore do not delay, it is waiting, and so am I.  Let us go into this day, and this new week, 

together, shining, the light of God!”   
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February 16, 2014 

 

Jesus Teaches On: 

Choose To Be Closer To God, Standing In A Place Of Peace 

 

 

  “I AM with  you!   I settle My hand upon your shoulder; I whisper, and you hear; I AM with 
you!  And as we draw nearer and nearer to each other: your sight, becomes clearer; your hearing, 

more defined; your knowing, filled with clarity.  It happens all the time, for it is a product of our 

relationship.   

 

 “As you spend your days upon the Earth, it soon becomes apparent that there are those who are 
able to create an atmosphere in which people feel comfortable, they feel welcomed; they are no 

longer afraid to say that which is on their mind, to speak from the heart, or the head, ‘knowing,’ 
they will given this opportunity.  This is freedom.  And when you encounter those who are able 

to create this atmosphere, you will find others gather around. 

 

 “One of ‘the temptations,’ in such an atmosphere, is to ‘correct, or modify, or argue with,’ 
statements made by others.  This comes with the territory; yet, it presents ‘opportunity.’  When 
you come to the realization, that you have created an atmosphere, where those around you are 

comfortable to sit, and talk; you will find the temptation is to enter into debate, or to argue, or to 

set straight, what does not appear to be ‘right,’ to your ears.  Cast this temptation from you, and 
know this: if you are one... who finds it possible to create such an atmosphere of freedom... do 

not smother, do not impede, listen; for in the listening in such an atmosphere: you know the heart 

of the speaker; you know their passion; you are able to see their glory; or you are able to provide 

understanding for their story, the life they have experienced.  And as you begin to realize the 

wealth, that you are amassing, in this wisdom  of silence,  you would have it no other way; for 

you see, in this way, you know the person, and in the knowing of them, you come to understand 

their ways; and doing so permits you to draw nearer to the ways of God! 

 

 “Do not fall victim to the temptations to become ensnared in the energies of others.  Hold-fast, 

above all else, your relationship with God, and let others speak what is on their hearts, and in 

their heads.  Listen.  Listen to God, instead of entering into exchanges, or debates, or the 

correction of others.   

 

 “After a while of sitting, and listening, and blessing, you will find there are those who seek-you-

out, for your wisdom; and you will wonder, ‘Why are they asking me?  I didn’t say a word.’  
That is just it!  You did not feel compelled to enter into their energy, because you are so 

absorbed in your energy exchange with God, that anything else seems a distraction; and it is.  

The ways of the wise  have to do more with the ways of God  than the ways of the world.  And 

when you are so entrenched in the ways of God, you find, amazingly, that you ‘understand the 
ways of the world, fully;’ you just refuse to be distracted, by them. 
 

 “You will find there are those who come to you, and say, ‘Thank you!  Thank you for letting me 
speak, for hearing me out; for in the speaking, I ultimately came to the truth, without concern, 

comfortable in the speaking, grateful in the ability to do so.’ 
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 “You will not find many places, many people, holding this ‘energy of freedom, this atmosphere 
of freedom;’ but when you do: it is sweet; it is sacred; and you know, you are nearer to God, 
nearer to The Source, of power and light; you ‘know,’ that you are standing in a place of peace!”  
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February 9, 2014 

 

Jesus Teaches On: 

Heed The Call, Rise-up, And Walk  Into  The Garden Of Promise 

 

 

  “I AM with  you!   Feel My presence as I draw nearer... nearer... to thee; for I wish to share 
with you, a well known, ‘secret.’  Many know the words, few know the reality of  it.  Many hear 

the words, few have the vision to act, within it.  It seems right, today, that I lead you  into a 

deeper understanding of it  ‘God is ever with you!’  This is the great ‘it,’ of which I speak, your 
connection with God, the great ‘it,’ the relationship, whose richness, and completeness, depends 
upon you!   

 

 “I begin, with this example, used just a day ago, to show  how your connection with God  can be 
rich and full,  slightly diminished,  or totally blocked; for God is with each of you, in the same 

way, through the same power, carrying the same love for you!  And so you might ask, ‘How is it, 
then, if God is with us equally, that there are those: who feel the presence more, who live the 

presence more, who are the presence more?’  The example I give to you  is a speaker,  standing 
very close to three people.  The closeness, the proximity, should allow each of the three people 

equal ability to hear the words of the speaker; but one  is congested,  totally blocked-up, through 

things that are happening in the head: allergies, sinus infections; and these ‘things,’ have come 
together to make it that this person has difficulty hearing; one ear is blocked, and so that person 

has a problem hearing the speaker.  One of the other people, who is in good health, totally open, 

hears all of the words with clarity.  And the third is so closed-down, so shut-down, from disease 

and turmoil, within; that, that person hears nothing.  But it does not matter whether one hears 

completely, or one hears partially, or one hears nothing at all; for the word has been spoken, and 

it is there, for those who will hear, and heed the word. 

 

 “It is difficult to misunderstand this example; and, I used it, not too long ago, to explain, how I 
functioned upon the Earth.  It is written that I said repeatedly, ‘These are not My words.  These 
are the words of The Father,’ because that is how I spoke.  I did not speak: My mind, or My 
thoughts, I kept Myself so openly connected with God that the words of God flowed into and 

through, Me, and those were the words I spoke.  The presence of God flowed in, and through, 

Me, and this  is the way I moved, and acted,  I lived God, within Me, fully, one hundred percent.  

And this is how I could say, to any gathered around Me, ‘You too can do what I am doing.’  It 
requires that you clean your inner-being, so that there is: no blockage; no dust; no debris; no 

stack of obstacles; no hurts; no denials; there is a clear corridor in which you meet God, and 

speak the words of God. 

 

 “Most of the time upon the Earth, operating in the world of man, you find that individuals are 
speaking the language ‘of the world,’ living ‘the ways of the world,’ and constructing barriers  to 
The Kingdom of God  that is within them.  And this, leaves them in a place: of solitude; a place 

disconnected from God; and they feel alone, and lost; but this does not have to be.   

 

 “God speaks  often,    every day  and it is your responsibility to open the door, to hear what He 
does say! 
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 “For those who open the door, and hear the word, they are often called to a special task.  This is 
an honor, which leads them into The Garden of Promise, where the work that they do is to be 

fulfilled in another present, piece, of eternity.  If you are tapped, if you are touched, if you are 

called by God, and you feel this inner-stirring to do something, if you are called to action, it is 

your responsibility to rise-up, and complete the task!  And this does not mean that you will be 

carried, upon a throne, ahead of all others, that it will be easy sailing.  No, this means that you 

will bend your knees, so that they touch the Earth, and dig in The Garden, where you will give 

birth  to  a promise! 

 

 “Do not be afraid to walk into that garden, to toil, even though others might mock you, or 
question what you are doing.  Do not be afraid to answer the call, even when it appears it is not 

working at all.  If you will follow as you are called and directed every day, you will soon see 

things being pulled together, in such a way, that there is no question, the hand of God is moving, 

and the hand of God is moving you!   

 

 “When you find yourself in such a position, do not question.  If God tells you to go out, when it 

is storming, and stand in the midst of lightening, and thunder, go, and go quickly; for it is the 

will of God!  If God asks that you feed thousands, and you have but a small pantry, quickly fill 

the pots with that which you have, and begin feeding; for it will be enough.  Do not question, act!   

 

 “The hand of God moves in miraculous ways!  Miracles spring-up, as the hand moves by; but 

remember, those who have done great things, did so ‘selflessly.’   
 

 “Moses was saved from certain death, hidden in the house of the king, in full view, hidden, by 
the hand of God; yet, Moses was called to action, to do a certain task, a special task, which 

required him to act in a way, which would be fearful to do, for most.  And he set the people free, 

and he led them, where most would not go.   

 

 “Mary, was called to carry Me.  My mother was touched, and asked to do a special task.  What 
she said ‘Yes,’ to do, would be a fearful thing to do for most; yet, she set fear, and doubt, aside, 

and said, ‘Yes,’ toiling in The Garden of Promise.   
 

 “My earthly father did the same, setting the standards of the day aside, walking into The Garden 
of Promise.   

 

 “Noah, who was asked to perform a special task, spent all that he had, and more, bearing the 

laughs and jokes of all who saw what he was doing; yet the call was so compelling, he toiled in 

The Garden of Promise, without care for the ways of the world, living in The Kingdom of God, 

upon Earth. 

 

 “You see where I AM going with these examples, and each of you hearing these words or 

reading these words, who did heed the call, could add your own example(s); for it seems, when 

God calls you, or God touches you and you are called, it is yours to perform a special task, it 

does not fit the ways of the world, so you must set your fear and doubt aside, and trust that God 

is leading you, into The Garden of Promise, where your work, your toil, your sweat, and 
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sometimes your earthly fortune, will be used to nurture the seeds you plant there; and, as the 

garden begins to blossom, you look, and see, that you gave birth to the promise, and the 

possibility, for all around you to see  The Kingdom of God  upon Earth!    

 

 “Heed the call.  Rise-up, as you are called, and walk into The Garden of Promise; for it is where 

your mission, your dreams, your hopes, and your aspirations will be fulfilled, and Earth will be a 

richer place, for that which you have planted will become a piece of The Kingdom of God, upon 

the Earth!” 
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February 2, 2014 

 

Jesus Teaches On: 

Choose To Act  In The Light of God  And Change The World, Forever 

 

 

  “I AM with  you!   As the Morning Star rises, just before the breaking of dawn; as the songs of 
the birds, can be heard, announcing, ‘It is time.  Rise-up, and greet the new day;’ as all things 
begin anew; right now, I AM with you!   

 

 “Today, you will have ‘hundreds of opportunities to make a choice,’ and ‘the choice you make, 
will alter the ways of the world, will change your perspective.’ 
 

 “Upon hearing this, you might think that, that is a bit overstated, but I tell you, it is not.  
Choosing to react or to act, changes the course of the world, changes the course for you, as an 

individual; these choices change everything. 

 

 “I AM not saying you cannot alter the course once it has been taken, and go back to center, for 
all things can be made right, if you will follow, and walk into the light.  What I AM saying, is 

that ‘your choices make differences.’  And these differences reverberate through the world of 
mankind, through the corridors of all time, and effect the way you live upon the Earth.  

Therefore, if these choices, have such a staggering outcome, ‘you should pay attention to what 
you are doing.’  And this is My message to you today, ‘Pay attention to what you are doing!’ 
 

 

 “I AM going to give you a few examples, so that you recognize, very quickly, that which I’m 
trying to convey to you.   

 

 “For some of you, your morning pattern is to rise-up... and turn-on a television.  By doing this... 

you are opening the door to a number of things.  Know this, when you rise-up, you are a blank 

slate, a canvas, open, ready to be brought to life; but, if you turn-on the television set, and the 

news is blaring about a war-torn area, a place filled with tension and strife, that is how you begin 

your day  Now, immediately upon hearing what is coming to you, from the television, you have a 

choice.  Do you ‘react,’ and begin to be anxious, or concerned, or sad, or angry?  Or, do you 
‘act,’ by simply blessing the entire situation.  Refusing to react to what you are hearing, and 
choosing to act in the light of God, alters your day!  You will begin your day being anxious, and 

worred, and angry; or, you will begin your day, knowing that have blessed a situation that is out-

of-your-control, or so it appears.  However, if you choose to bless that situation, to stop for a 

moment, and send loving thoughts, and prayers to that situation, you have altered that particular 

energy spot, for the good.  Think upon that ... the power... of One! 

 

 “The same would apply to turning on a radio, or a CD player, or your phone.  What is the first 

thing you hear in the morning?  And how does it effect your entire day?  If you are choosing 

action, rather than reaction, you have an opportunity to bless something; and that is not void, or 

vacant; it is ‘a positive action,’ which will reach that place through ‘your intention.’  You are 
making the world a better place, incrementally!  You choose! 
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 “By the time you have gotten dressed, and left your home for work, you have had ‘many 
opportunities:’ to react, or act; to react to what another is doing, or saying, or to act in the light of 

God; and these choices... change the course of your day; but there is something else to 

remember, these choices... made wisely, to act in the light of God, free you!   

 

 

 “Let us say, upon arriving at your office, there is someone who is very upset, very agitated, 

possibly from the same television show that you had turned-on, and began hearing, or seeing, in 

the morning.  They are frustrated, they are angry.  Now, you can choose to react... to what they 

are doing, and you find yourself drawn into that energy, getting agitated yourself, getting 

worried, getting concerned, going with their energy, their energy... that they accepted, and helped 

create... earlier in the day.  But what if, rather than choosing to react, you choose to act, seeing 

the energy, knowing the energy, but choosing to bless the energy in the light of God, and move 

through your day.  Then you have done something very important; you have changed the course 

of the entire office!  The energy carried within that particular individual had the opportunity of 

either being magnified, or stabilized.  If you did not magnify it, you have made that work place a 

better place.  And by choosing to bless, and bless, and bless, throughout the day, you are 

decreasing the anxiety, the worry, the concern; ‘your presence,’ has made a difference, and ‘your 
choice,’ has made a difference! 
 

 

 “What if someone comes into your office, very angry, saying that, ‘... this, and this happend!’  
You have a choice.  Do you react to their anger, by getting angry yourself; or, do you choose the 

light, to hear what they are saying, with no judgment involved, and bless the situation?  The 

course of the rest of the work day is made better, and placed in light, when you choose to act in 

the light of God! 

 

 “This has a personal effect on you as well.  Let Me say this, so you understand, and hold this as 
something you can count on.  ‘When you choose to act, rather than to react to anger, you free 
yourself!’  You do not have to go home at night, and think, ‘I wish I had done that differently; I 
wish I had handled that better; I wish I had not said what I did;’ because, in chosing the light, and 
not reacting, there is no bitter pill to take, there is no after-taste.  There is comfort, and 

confidence, that you acted in the light.  There is no regret, at the end of the day, into the night.  

And, this is very freeing! 

 

 “At the present time, it is the way of the world, that most individuals will react, thinking it is 
their responsibility to stand-up for themselves, or for another, and enter into the fray; but this: 

magnifies the anger; magnifies the situation; and takes days for the dust to settle, and possibly 

years for the injuries, or the hurts, or the anger, to go away, if it ever does; but in choosing the 

light, you free yourself of all that, with no regret! 

 

 “You cannot alter what another is going to think... say... or do!  You have the opportunity to 
alter the entire situation by what you choose to do!   
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 “Now, approximately two thousand years ago, I came to the Earth to deliver a new covenant, to 
change the course of the human race, to alter it, in such a way that love... would be placed 

above... rules, regulations, and restrictions.  ‘Turn the other cheek,’ would replace ‘an eye for an 
eye, and a tooth for a tooth.  Giving to another what they asked for, and doing it willingly, and 

lovingly would replace the idea to hold close what is yours:  ‘What is mine is mine.  What is 
yours is yours’.’  These things  changed the course of the human race,  or they were meant to; 

and all throughout My lifetime upon Earth, there were choices being made to react, or act. 

 

 “Individuals made the choice to end My life, because of the things I was saying, and doing.  
They were angry.  They were in fear.  They were in doubt.  They were clouded with darkness, 

and shadow, and all they could feel inside was that I needed to be silenced, murdered.  How did I 

act?  I had a choice.  And My choice has altered the course of the human race, and freed Me of 

any regret!  I could have argued, but their minds were set.  The better thing, for Me to choose, at 

that moment, was to act in the light of God, no need to argue, they were determind, and the 

course was set.  So I spent My time blessing them, and sending God’s love to them, rather than 
reacting to them.  I did not embrace the energy they created, I did not embrace their hatred, I 

inundated it with love!  I could have hurled insults and accusations back at them.  I could have 

called upon the angels to retaliate.  I could have crushed the cross; but I saw it as a throne; and if 

I would sit upon it, and bless, and forgive, in the face of hatred, and murder, the course of 

humanity could be changed, forever; the example set  the goal accomplished  with no regret! 

 

 “This is what I want you to see... ‘Set aside the temptations: to retaliate; to have the last word; to 
be stronger; to push, to shove back; and, stand in the light of God, quietly, and bless the 

situation.’  That is how you change the course of the human race, one being at a time, willing to 

stop, in the midst of chaos and turmoil and confusion, and let God’s love flow onto the Earth!  
And, at the end of that day, there will be no regret, there there will be only comfort, and peace, 

and confidence that you did not magnify the negative, as you concentrated the power, of the 

positive, presence of God, upon the Earth! 

 

 “The rest of this day is yours.  Opportunities will come your way, you can be sure.  And your 
choices to react, or act, will certainly, and most assuredly, change the course of the world!” 
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January 26, 2014 

 

Jesus Teaches On: 

Watch For The Signs, And Live In The World, By The Signs Sent From God 

 

 

  “I AM with  you!   I reach-out, and I touch you, and you are stirred to rise-up, and go to a place 

of peace.  I call your name, and you look, and you see.  And in answering, you begin to know 

Me, and how we can be so connected, while I AM ‘of spirit,’ and you are upon the Earth, in 
human form, for a while.   

 

 “Watch for the signs!   

 

 “As I walked upon the Earth some two thousand years ago, I learned to read ‘the signs,’ the 
signs of the community.  They were often rules, or regulations, but they were signs.  They 

marked the way the community would move in that day, what was accepted, what was not 

accepted.   

 

 ‘We watched for the signs, the weather: when to plant, what to plant, when to harvest.  We 
watched for verbal signs, for ‘the energy signs,’ reading someone’s mood, you might say.  Was 
there turmoil beneath the surface?  Was there anger, fear, doubt?  Was there love, enthusiasm?  

You can feel it, in the air.  The example is quite clear.  When you walk into a room, you 

immediately ‘know,’ whether you are welcome there.  And so, I too learned to read the signs of 
society, family signs, signs between individuals.  And you have done the same.  This is how you 

move, through the world. 

 

 “Today I want to encourage you  to begin to recognize  the spiritual signs,  the signs that 
surround you;  and when you read Scriptures, or books, which speak of the time thousands of 

years ago, watch for the signs that you will see in the words, which evaded you before.  My life 

was marked by signs: some of them, prophetic; some of them, of the time; and just as an angelic 

vision in a dream led My father to bring Me out of Egypt, you too, have visions and dreams 

which will bring you from one place to another, so that you can begin your missions!  

 

 “Reading the signs: learning how to move; learning how to move into the world created by 
human beings, and being guided by the signs sent from Heaven; living in the world, living by the 

signs of God; it is freedom, that you cannot imagine, until you are willing to surrender, and 

follow the signs, written, by the hand of God!  This takes practice; it takes trust; it takes faith; but 

once you begin, you are surprised, and amazed, to see that the signs will lead you to the place 

you are to be!   

 

 “Do not let confusion, keep you from practicing, from learning to read the spiritual signs.  Doubt 
will rob you of your glory, if you are not mindful.  So you might ask, ‘How will I know?’  But 
once you connect with God, and you are walking with God, you will know.  You will know 

when there are voices of darkness and shadow, trying to distract you, or lead you off-course.  

They just do not feel the same.  They feel sneaky, or underhanded, or they feel agitated.  Pray for 

the wisdom to discern the spirit, and follow the signs!  This will come... with practice!   
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 “And I promise you this, I promise you this today.  If you will say, ‘I am going to follow the 
signs, I am going to read the signs, I am going to practice,’  and begin, even if you are 
misdirected, you will be ‘corrected.’  If you are willing to do it, the spirits of light that watch 
over you, the hand of God that guides you, will not let you go astray, will not lead you into 

darkness, even though you stumble, or trip along the way.  So, go with confidence, and start 

today; because, as soon as you begin, then you will begin to see the miracles, the miracles that 

you missed, when you could not read the signs.  I assure you, I AM with you.  And I promise, 

you will be led by the hand of God; The breath of The Holy Spirit will move you, and you will 

sail over the seas, be they calm, or tempest tossed, and you will know The Way.  Watch for, and 

begin to follow, the signs, today!” 
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January 19, 2014 

 

Jesus Teaches On: 

The Bread Of Earth Sustains Your Body, The Word Of God Sustains Your Spirit, Nurture Both, 

And Be Whole 

 

 

  “I AM with  you!   My spirit is with you forever.  If you will embrace this truth, you come to 
feel My presence with you, this is the miracle of being in spirit.  I will guide you, but to hear Me 

you must accept that I AM with you.  To hear God you must accept that God is with you; and, 

this is possible ‘in spirit.’   
 

 “In the physical form there are those you love, those whom you want to keep close to you, to be 
with you, to laugh with you, and dance with you, to sing with you, and walk with you, to live... 

with you.  But sometime, in the physical form, you must be parted.  It might be for hours, it 

might be for days, in some cases, it might be for years.  And while you are separated, living 

apart, physically, from the one, or those, you love, your heart is filled with them, the memory of 

them: there is a scent, and it reminds you of them; someone laughs, and you remember them; 

your love for them fills you, and you feel their presence, even though they are far from you.  This 

is how it works, when you are ‘in love, loving, caring, feeling, knowing,’ because the power of 
love extends beyond your physical form, and moves out into the world.  You cannot contain the 

power, the flow, the energy of love.  This in itself is a miracle, love created within one human 

being, given as a gift to another, received by another, uniting one, or two, or more, together, 

within the love created.  But, today I wish to tell you about the ability to feel, and love, and 

nurture, and grow, once the physical has passed, and it is ‘spirit,’ with you.   
 

 “You will often hear individuals say, regarding a loved one who has pass away, ‘I feel them 
with me more today, than ever before.’  And they are speaking the truth.   
 

 “Remember this... when I was walking upon the Earth, over two thousand years ago, I could be 
with those I loved, I could spend time here and there, I could walk from city to city, town to 

town; but, in the spiritual form, I AM not bound by the laws of nature, as you know them upon 

Earth, I AM free; and, as I AM spirit, I can be with thee, in very special ways, ways that I could 

not exhibit, when in physical form. 

 

 “It is possible for you to live your life upon the Earth, right now, as you know it, and be 

connected with the spiritual realm, with Heaven, with what is known to Me as The Dimension of 

Perfection, where all is right, and eternal, and flowing.  While upon the Earth, I spoke about this 

many times, but it was overlooked, dismissed, or completely misunderstood, ‘The Kingdom of 
God, Heaven, The Dimension of Perfection: is close to you, is near to you, is within you, is with 

you.’  Living completely is living both physically, and spiritually! 
 

 “You do not live by bread alone.  You live by every Word that comes to you from the mouth of 

God.  This is what sustains you.  This is what keeps you going.  This is the light, in the darkness.  

This is the hand of God moving you.  This is the song, when hope is departed, from you.   
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 “When your body is healthy, you can do much, you can accomplish much, you can eat the fruits, 

and the vegetables, and drink from the waters of Earth, and do amazing things.  But if your 

connection with Home Base, with God, The Source of all things beautiful and eternal, fails, you 

are missing a vital piece of life, your spirit withers, and is but an ember.  But when you take the 

time to be still, and quiet, and reflect on the visions, and dreams, and messages, on the whispers 

coming to you, carried on The Wind: then, you will ‘know,’ where to go; then you will be led to 
see, that... around the bend, that once unseen... will be revealed to you.   

 

 “Let the beginning of this week be something new.  Eat.  Feed your body.  Be still, and fill your 
spirit, with the food coming to you from Heaven: visions, dreams, messages, a knowing, a 

feeling, sacred.  In this Way... you will live... whole, and complete.  There will be nothing 

missing from you.  Your life will be sweet, for even in the shadows you will know where to go, 

and even in the darkness you will see the glow, the glimmer, the light, revelation of the day, 

coming from the night!” 
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January 12, 2014 

 

Jesus Teaches On: 

Reconnect With Nature, And Read The Signs, For God Is Speaking To You 

 

 

  “I AM with  you!   We  are:  walking  into  this  new  year,  together;  watching  for  signs;  
reading  the  clouds;  knowing  the  sky;  feeling  Earth.  I  AM  with  you!   

 

 “Signs are with you as well!  

  

 “There are still places upon the Earth, where individuals... watch... for the signs.  They do not 

rely on clocks, and watches, and radio or television announcers to tell them of impending rain, or 

snow, or drought.  They live so closely connected with the Earth, that they read the signs, 

without calendars, without radios, without computers.  They ‘feel, the Earth,’ as she stretches, 
and moves.  They know Earth.  This is how they plant their crops, and harvest their crops.  This 

is how they prepare for the seasons.  This is how they live... ‘in rhythm... with the Earth.’ 
 

 “There are also places, upon the Earth, where individuals read the spiritual signs.  They are 
vigilant, and watch.  They see them and know.  And just as Earth annouonces it is time to plant 

the seeds, the spiritual signs, tell them: when it is time, to move; when it is time, to have a child, 

perhaps; when it is time to change direction, and go back from whence they came; when it is 

time to be still, and listen, more intently; when it is time to fall on their knees, with gratitude in 

their hearts, and sing songs of joy, and thansgiving.   

 

 “Blessed are the individuals who live, in rhythm, with the Earth, hand-in-hand with God!  

 

 “As human beings... walked farther and farther, from The Garden... they had to rely more and 
more, on that which they created to assist them.  And there were various gadgets invented to 

assist in timekeeping, and other like chores and tasks.  But what has happened is, the human 

being has become so attached, and attracted, to the gadgets they have conceived, they have lost 

their connection with Earth, and the rhythm that is Earth.  They are more at home... in 

skyscrapers, with steel, and glass... than they are walking... through the tall grass... of a meadow, 

or sitting, by a stream.   

 

 “Human beings have also lost their ability: to read the spiritual signs; to turn right, when the 

inner-voice is guiding them to do so, even when the parade of humanity is turning left.  And 

many miracles, go unseen, because of: this lose of sight; the blindness... to the spiritual signs, all 

around... because man has become so enamoured, with gadgets, and devices, that he no longer 

‘sees the signs, from Spirit.’  And what has happened, as a result of this blindness, this lose of 
connection with Earth, and God, is a feeling of isolation... a feeling of hopelessness... doubt. 

 

 “Today, I come to you, and say, ‘Give Me this day.’  I only ask for one day, because that is all it 
will take to turn you around.  Take this day, no matter if it is raining, or snowing, or very hot, 

leave your isolated dwelling, and walk... out... into nature!  Do not hesitate to go over, and touch 

a tree.  Do not hesitate to bend down, and observe nature, as a bug crawls across the leaf of a 
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flower.  Slow down, as you drive over the bridge, and walk to the river.  And in these places, 

with nature all around you, seek... also... that your blindness, to the world of Spirit, is healed as 

well; and the shell, that has formed over your eyes, is peeled away, and you can see... that... 

which is unseen by most.  Be still, and listen, and you will hear, the whisper.   

 

 “Take today to live, as you are meant to live, connected with Earth, connected with God.  You 
will receive a message,  or a sign,  and you will feel more connected, with Earth  and more 

connected, with God.  If you will do this today, you will see, and know, that The Way is not 

isolation, The Way is communication, with God. 

 

 “We just finished a period, a season of the year, which is spent, a good bit of it, celebrating My 
earthly birth, and all of the signs, and all of the messages, and all of the dreams and visions, 

surrounding what is termed the miracle of My birth.  Do not tuck that information away, and set 

your sights on the ways of the world.  Remember, those things did not end at My birth, or as I 

was an infant.  They continued through My life!  How did My earthly father know it was time to 

leave Egypt, and return to Israel?  A vision, a dream, in which an angel, brought a message.  And 

based solely, on the dream, My father took My mother, and Me, out of Egypt, back to Israel.  

And we lived in Nazareth.  The dreams, and visions, and directions, and messages from angels 

did not stop.  We were moved, by the signs, emotionally, and literally.   

 

 “And this is what  I want you: to awaken to do;  to see, and read the signs, so that you might 

experience a magical existence upon the Earth, where there is nothing to fear, for God is 

whispering, ever near!   

 

 “Be at peace this day.  Connect with Earth, and listen for God!” 
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January 5, 2014 

 

Jesus Teaches On: 

Awaken, And Have Faith In Being Guided By The Hand Of God 

 

 

  “I AM with  you!    I AM always with you; for the lines of communication are always open; we 
can speak, and our thoughts mingle, and create.  This day, I bring you good news, and the news 

is: you have all you need to complete your mission, upon the Earth, once you awaken, and 

realize your true mission, then, you have all you need!   

  

 “I will give you one example, which is especially fitting since tomorrow, most of you hearing 
these words, or reading these words, will acknowledge the Epiphany, considered the twelfth day 

of Christmas, when the Three Wise Men made their appearance, bringing gifts of gold, 

frankincense, and myrrh.  I was blessed for their coming, and they were blessed for making their 

sacred journey.   

 

 “They brought gifts.  We did not ask them for gifts, they came bearing gifts; and, it is possible 
they did not know why they had chosen each significant gift; but one of their gifts was especially 

useful, giving us the means to make the journey into Egypt.  Most of you, hearing these words, 

or reading these words, will remember, that it was after the Wise Men departed that my earthly 

father, Joseph, received a message from an angel in a dream, saying to take Me, and My mother, 

and flee into Egypt, because Harod was about to kill the children; and we were to stay in Egypt 

until given the word to come out of Egypt.  Because of the visit, and the gift, we had the means 

to do this, without concern.  This is how it happens, when you are walking with the hand of God 

guiding you.  What you need is given to you, or brought to you, or a sign appears, so that you 

might find that which you need. 

 

 “Therefore, let your gathering, or preparation for your journey of this year, be more concerned 

with: keeping your communication with Home Base open; making sure that you speak to God, 

and you can hear God speaking to you; making sure that you are open to the wisdom of The 

Holy Spirit, when the world would say, ‘No,’ you are ready to rise-up, and go; when you 

recognize My spirit with you, and you hear Me, as we are One.  In this way, you are ready for 

your journey. 

 

 “You will weather every storm, you will climb every mountain, there will be no sea that can 
separate you from your destiny, when you are walking guided by the hand of God.  The storms 

will be calmed, the mountains made low, and the seas dried-up, so that you may reach your 

appointed destination.  All of these things, I promise you.   

 

 “Therefore, as you prepare to take every step into this new adventure, this new year, check 

Home, often; so that you might: know where you are to go; speak to whomever you are to speak 

to; and perform the deeds of Heaven upon Earth.  It is in this Way, that you will rejoice with 

each step, each bit of progress made, because you will ‘know,’ what you are doing.  Do not be 
concerned about the ways of the world, because they will distract you here or there.  Keep your 

eyes upon the sun, and feel the warmth, it will lead you Home.  Keep your face toward the sun.” 


